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Abstract

Substructure- or fragment-type descriptors are effective and widely used tools
for chemical similarity searching and other applications in chemoinformatics and
computer-aided drug discovery. Therefore, a large number of well-defined compu-
tational fragmentation schemes has been devised including hierarchical fragmen-
tation of molecules for the analysis of core structures in drugs or retrosynthetic
fragmentation of compounds for de novo ligand design. Furthermore, the gener-
ation of dictionaries of structural key-type descriptors that are important tools
in pharmaceutical research involves knowledge-based fragment design. Currently
more than 5 000 standard descriptors are available for the representation of molec-
ular structures, and therefore the selection of suitable combinations of descriptors
for specific chemoinformatic applications is a crucial task.

This thesis departs from well-defined substructure design approaches. Ran-
domly generated fragment populations are generated and mined for substructures
associated with different compound classes. A novel method termed MolBlaster
is introduced for the evaluation of molecular similarity relationships on the basis
of randomly generated fragment populations. Fragment profiles of molecules are
generated by random deletion of bonds in connectivity tables and quantitatively
compared using entropy-based metrics. In test calculations, MolBlaster accurately
reproduced a structural key-based similarity ranking of druglike molecules. To
adapt the generation and comparison of random fragment populations for large-
scale compound screening, different fragmentation schemes are compared and a
novel entropic similarity metric termed PSE is introduced for compound ranking.
The approach is extensively tested on different compound activity classes with
varying degrees of intra-class structural diversity and produces promising results
in these calculations, comparable to similarity searching using state-of-the-art
fingerprints. These results demonstrate the potential of randomly generated frag-
ments for the detection of structure-activity relationships.

Furthermore, a methodology to analyze random fragment populations at the
molecular level of detail is introduced. It determines conditional probability re-
lationships between fragments. Random fragment profiles are generated for an
arbitrary set of molecules, and a frequency vector is assigned for each observed
fragment. An algorithm is designed to compare frequency vectors and derive
dependencies of fragment occurrence. Using calculated dependency values, ran-
dom fragment populations can be organized in graphs that capture their rela-
tionships and make it possible to map fragment pathways of biologically active



molecules. For sets of molecules having similar activity, unique fragment sig-
natures, so-called Activity Class Characteristic Substructures (ACCS), are iden-
tified. Random fragment profiles are found to contain compound class-specific
information and activity-specific fragment hierarchies.

In virtual screening trials, short ACCS fingerprints perform well on many
compound classes when compared to more complex state-of-the-art 2D finger-
prints. In order to elucidate potential reasons for the high predictive utility of
ACCS a thorough systematic analysis of their distribution in active and database
compounds have been carried out. This reveals that the discriminatory power of
ACCS results from the rare occurrence of individual and combinations of ACCS
in screening databases. Furthermore, it is shown that ACCS sets isolated from
random populations are typically found to form coherent molecular cores in active
compounds. Characteristic core regions are already formed by small numbers of
substructures and remain stable when more fragments are added. Thus, class-
specific random fragment hierarchies encode meaningful structural information,
providing a structural rationale for the signature character of activity-specific
fragment hierarchies. It follows that compound-class-directed structural descrip-
tors that do not depend on the application of predefined fragmentation or design
schemes can be isolated from random fragment populations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Substructures of synthetic compounds and dictionaries of molecular fragments
are widely used tools in many computational applications in the area of medicinal
chemistry, drug design, and chemoinformatics [1]. They are often preferred de-
scriptors for similarity searching, compound classification, diversity design, or the
analysis of structure-activity relationships; for several reasons. Fragment descrip-
tors are simplistic in their design because they utilize only information provided
by 2D molecular graphs and their application is computationally highly efficient.
Moreover, they are chemically intuitive and can be much easier appreciated than
many other more complex mathematical models of chemical structures and prop-
erties. Most importantly, given the simplicity and intuitive nature of their design,
substructures and fragment descriptors are surprisingly powerful in analyzing and
predicting structure-activity relationships. This is very likely the case because
these types of descriptors implicitly capture much chemical information [2; 3].
The often observed high performance of fragment descriptors also implies that
many determinants of the biological activity of small molecules can already be
deduced from 2D molecular graph representations. This is an attractive concept
for medicinal chemists who are primarily trained on such molecular representati-
ons.

The terms substructures and fragments are often synonymously used and there
are no generally accepted definitions that would clearly distinguish between these
terms. However, substructures are often understood as chemically interpretable
moieties such as, for example, intact rings, parts of rings, or amide bond units,
whereas fragments can be rather generic structural units, down to the level of
single atoms. For the purpose of present thesis, no further distinction between
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substructures and fragments are made. Here, a functional group in a molecule
such as an amino or hydroxyl group might either be considered a substructure or
a fragment.

A hallmark of current state-of-the-art fragment descriptors is that they are com-
monly generated in a controlled and well-defined manner. This is accomplished
through the application of systematic and/or hierarchical molecular fragmen-
tation schemes that are supported by chemical knowledge and intuition or by
taking synthetic or retrosynthetic criteria into account. Only recently, random
approaches have been introduced to generate fragment sources allowing the iden-
tification of substructures that are associated with different biological activities.

Historical Overview

The introduction of molecular fragments as tools for chemical analysis dates back
to the 1950s when fragment collections were generated on the basis of topological
criteria, i.e. by adding layers of bonded atoms to pre-selected central atoms [4].
These so-called atom-centered fragments were originally applied to estimate phys-
ical properties of synthetic molecules such as, for example, P(o/w), the octanol-
water partition coefficient. The distribution of atom-centered fragments in chem-
ical databases was first studied in the early 1970s [5] and later on fragment de-
scriptors were used to associate small molecules with biological activities [6; 7].
During the same decade, methods were introduced for the systematic generation
of sets of atom- or bond-centered fragments that occur with a certain frequency
(e.g. equal frequency) in a database [8; 9]. The most efficient approaches were
based on the Morgan algorithm published in 1965 [10] and the resulting fragments
were used as so-called screen sets for database searching [8; 9]. During the 1970s,
atom- and bond-centered fragments were also encoded as bit strings for the first
time [11; 12], and these fingerprint representations of molecular structures have
continued to be one of the most widely used descriptor formats for chemical sim-
ilarity searching to this date.

Fingerprint searching became already popular during the 1980s, for example,
through the works of Carhart et al. [13] and Willett [14], due to the notion that
structural resemblance between pairs of molecules can simply be determined by
counting the number of common fragments. As a consequence various similarity
metrics have been introduced to quantitatively determine fingerprint overlap as a
measure of molecular similarity [14]. Today the most popular dictionaries of frag-
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ments for fingerprint similarity searching include a set of 166 publicly available
MACCS structural keys [15] or the BCI standard dictionary with 1 052 fragments
[16].

Principal Approaches to Fragment Design

Fragment descriptors continue to be very widely used and, accordingly, differ-
ent types of fragments have been introduced, in part for specialized applications.
Contemporary strategies to fragment design and generation can essentially be di-
vided into three major categories; knowledge-based, systematic and hierarchical,
and synthetically-oriented approaches.

Knowledge-based methods make use of chemical and pharmaceutical exper-
tise to design substructures. For example, knowledge-based dictionaries have been
established to predict pharmacological properties of bioactive substances [17] or
the removal of compounds with reactive or toxic fragments from screening sets
[18; 19]. Another example of knowledge-based design is the definition of privileged
substructures that are recurrent in compounds with activity against members of
therapeutic target families, e.g. G-protein coupled receptors [20; 21] or protein
kinases [22; 23]. Furthermore, substructures are often designed on the basis of
known active molecules for the generation of target-focused combinatorial libraries
[24] or for diversity-oriented synthesis [25] in order to preferentially explore phar-
maceutically relevant regions of chemical space. These substructures are typically
called scaffolds because they represent molecular building blocks that are sub-
jected to chemical modification.

Systematic approaches to generate atom- and bond-centered fragments were
one of the origins of this field, as discussed above. Exemplary atom-centered frag-
ments are illustrated in Figure 1.1. In the analysis of such fragments, it was often
attempted to systematically identify fragments that are distributed with compa-
rable frequency in databases. Early efforts to derive atom- and bond-centered
fragments provided the basis for the design of fingerprints that capture strings of
layered atom environments [26; 27]. Currently these fingerprints are among the
state-of-the-art similarity search tools. Atom pairs represent another pioneering
development of fragment-type descriptors that were systematically derived fol-
lowing topological criteria [13]. These descriptors describe triplets of the form
ATi-Distij-ATj , where Distij is the length of the shortest bond path between an
atom of type ATi and another of type ATj . Further refined atom types encode
the element as well as the number of attached non-hydrogen atoms and the num-
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Fig. 1.1: Atom-centered fragments and atom pairs. For the molecule on the left, examples
of atom-centered fragments and atom pairs are given. The upper right panel shows atom-
centered fragments for the sulfur atom up to bond layer 2. The lower right panel shows atom
pairs for the heteroatoms.

ber of π-electrons [28]. An example is provided in the lower panel of Figure 1.1.
Going beyond these topology-oriented approaches for systematic fragment gener-
ation, hierarchical methods have been introduced by Bemis and Murcko [29; 30]
to reduce 2D molecular graphs to structural elements that are most relevant for
molecular design and the study of structure-activity relationships. The hierarchi-
cal approach divides molecules into ring structures, linkers and side chains that
are systematically isolated, as shown in Figure 1.2. Different levels of abstraction
can be applied to represent compounds. In the context of hierarchical methods,
heteroatom-containing core structures without side chains (functional groups) are
regarded as scaffolds, while molecular frameworks are obtained from these scaf-
folds by replacing all heteroatoms with carbon atoms.

Synthetic criteria are also used to guide fragment design. One application is
the selection of core structures for diversity-oriented synthesis efforts, because such
structures need to be synthetically accessible and must have the potential for sys-
tematic chemical modification at pre-selected points of diversification. Moreover,
retrosynthetic fragmentation schemes have been developed in order to generate
building blocks for library design [31; 32]. In principle, such substructures are
obtained by breaking bonds in molecules that are formed by cataloged chemical
reactions [32; 33]. The basic idea underlying retrosynthetic approaches is that the
resulting fragments can be chemically re-combined in different ways. A pioneer-
ing effort in this area has been the introduction of RECAP [34] that defines 11
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Fig. 1.2: Hierarchical fragmentation scheme. The figure shows the fragmentation of an
exemplary molecule into a ring system, a linker, and side chains. Dashed bonds are cleaved
during fragmentation and are not part of the fragments.

chemical bond types based on reaction information where cleavage can occur, as
shown in Figure 1.3. The ability of recombination is highly relevant, for exam-
ple, to synthesize a spectrum of novel compounds that are tailored towards the
requirements of biological screening programs [35].

Fig. 1.3: RECAP bond types. The upper panel shows the eleven types of cleavable bonds
that constitute the RECAP fragmentation scheme (indicated by dashed lines). The resulting
fragments can be recombined to form new compounds because the fragmentation scheme
reflects common chemical reactions. The lower part illustrates RECAP fragmentation for an
exemplary compound. The molecule is cleaved at the amide and biphenyl bonds.
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The generation of popular dictionaries of structural keys, as mentioned above,
typically combines systematic and knowledge-based design elements. For exam-
ple, fragment sets can be systematically extracted from compound collections,
manually modified, or generalized (similar to molecular frameworks) [16]. Visual
inspection and interactive curation of fragment sets further ensure high quality.
In addition, fragment dictionaries can be redesigned for drug discovery appli-
cations by analyzing the distribution of fragments in pharmaceutically-relevant
compounds and adjusting the composition of fragment sets [36].

An intrinsic feature of the introduced strategies is that generated substructures
focus on specific chemical features of the represented molecule set. Therefore,
different 2D descriptors perform well for varying applications. Because nowadays
a large number of 2D descriptors are available [37], finding descriptor combina-
tions suitable for specific chemoinformatics applications is often a crucial step,
and much emphasis has been put on trying to rationalize this process [38; 39; 40].
Besides the major categories of fragment methods there are only a limited number
that depart from systematic and knowledge-based strategies but rather focus on
random fragment generation. One example is the Brownian approach to fragment
sampling, as discussed in the following section.

Brownian Processing and Substructure Generation

Graham et al. [41] assessed the information content of organic molecules based
on so-called tape recordings of random walks through molecular graphs. In their
studies molecules are taken as devices carrying information about chemical prop-
erties like mass, charge, energy and others. The information is quantified through
sensing of the molecular substructures, thereby imitating the recognition of the
compounds during chemical reactions. A step in this so-called Brownian process-
ing is defined by a bonded atom pair as well as the bond order and proceeds by
randomly selecting the next bond connecting a current atom to a neighbor. The
generation of tape recordings can be performed in serial or parallel order and is
illustrated in Figure 1.4. In serial processing, each visited atom pair is stored as a
code unit while for parallel processing code units of a given length are extracted.
These units represent substructures of a compound and contain information about
topological pathways. The chemical information content of molecules can then be
evaluated by analyzing the frequency with which substructures up to a certain
length (e.g. atom pairs, triplets, etc.) occur or by analyzing to what extent they
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Fig. 1.4: Brownian processing. Exemplary random walks through a molecule and the
corresponding tape recordings are illustrated. Visited pairs of atoms are indicated through
red bonds, which are also emphasized in the tape recordings. The upper part of the figure
shows a serial random walk, while the lower part demonstrates an example of a parallel walk
producing code units of length two.

are correlated to each other. Brownian processing was used by Graham and co-
workers for the evaluation of organic compounds and their chemical properties.
In their study they demonstrated that the information content of a molecule is
closely linked to its chemical properties [42; 43]. This approach is only distantly
related to a systematic exploration of connectivity pathways through a molecule
for the design of 2D fingerprints or the generation of structural descriptors.

Research topics

The fundamental aim of this project was to explore whether randomly generated
fragment populations could be successfully used for the detection of structure-
activity relationships. Our motivation was to design a similarity method to
systematically identify highly discriminatory substructures for a class of active
compounds without depending on a predefined molecular organization scheme
like the methods discussed above. The availability of such activity class-specific
substructures would provide new opportunities for descriptor design and selection
for particular applications, which often represent challenging tasks [2].
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In this thesis a conceptually different approach for the generation and analysis of
randomly generated fragment populations is introduced. Fragment populations
are generated by random deletion of bonds in molecules and sampling of resulting
substructures. This approach enables the evaluation and comparison of individ-
ual fragments and therefore departs from the design of tape recordings during
Brownian processing. The thesis focuses on three central questions in order to
analyze randomly generated fragment populations in detail.

Question 1: Can randomly generated fragments be used for the

assessment of molecular similarity relationships?

The first step evaluates whether random fragment populations encode suffi-
cient structural information for the assessment of structural resemblance between
pairs of compounds. For this purpose the design of an applicable similarity met-
ric is required to enable quantitative evaluation of fragment populations. In a
subsequent step the applicability of randomly generated fragments for the detec-
tion of structure-activity relationships is analyzed. Therefore it is necessary to
generate and analyze a fragment profile that yields structural information for a
set of active compounds. For both approaches, the ability to evaluate molecular
similarity relationships is compared to other state-of-the-art methods.

Question 2: Can signature substructures be identified from

randomly generated fragment profiles that are

characteristic for individual activity classes?

To answer this question randomly generated fragment profiles are analyzed
at a molecular level of detail. Individual substructures of a fragment profile are
related to each other whenever they are derived from the same molecule(s). The
challenge is to clarify in which way randomly generated fragments are associated
with each other and to formalize these relationships. One aspect of this ques-
tion is to what extent individual fragments can be associated with the biological
activity of their parent molecules. The intention is to identify activity-class
characteristic fragments and eliminate non-specific substructures from a fragment
profile. A second aspect is to analyze the potential of fragments to represent
other substructures. This would reduce randomly generated fragment profiles to
a minimum number of substructures that display structural information required
to characterize individual compound sets.
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Question 3: How can the predictive utility of randomly

generated fragments be rationalized?

Answering this question provides insights into the discriminatory power of frag-
ment signature sets. For this purpose the occurrence of class-specific fragments
in sets of active and inactive compounds is studied. Furthermore, the structural
meaning of small signature sets in parent compounds is analyzed.

Outline of the thesis

Chapter 2 represents the methodological part of this thesis. Beginning with an
overview of molecular graph representations, the design of the developed random
fragmentation scheme MolBlaster is reported. Then the representation of ran-
domly generated fragment populations as histograms is explained. This enables
the quantitative evaluation of the information content of fragment populations by
newly introduced entropic metrics.
Chapter 3 focus on the first question under Research Topics. It provides evi-
dence that randomly generated fragment populations can be successfully used
for the detection of similarity relationships. First it is demonstrated that struc-
tural resemblance between compounds can be correctly reproduced using entropic
metrics. Subsequently, fragment profiles of a set of active compounds are gener-
ated through classification of fragments according to their class-specific informa-
tion content. The potential of information-rich fragments for detecting structure-
activity relationships is demonstrated.
Chapter 4 discusses the second question under Research Topics. It reports a hi-
erarchical organization of randomly generated fragment profiles that is based on
conditional probabilities of fragment co-occurrence for diverse molecules. Multiple
sets of compounds with different biological activity are used in order to identify
subgraphs of Activity-Class Characteristic Substructures (ACCS) from these hi-
erarchies. Based on the hierarchical organization of ACCS it is demonstrated by
virtual screening trials that only a small number of fragments are required to de-
tect structure-activity relationships.
Chapter 5 addresses the final question. To analyze the distribution of ACCS
within active and background database compounds the occurrence of single frag-
ments and fragment combinations in these sets is monitored. The analysis reveals
that ACCS are rarely found in database compounds and that combinations of
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ACCS become signatures of the activity classes. In a second step the source of
ACCS is studied. It is found that relatively small regions in parent molecules that
contain recurrent structural patterns are the origin of ACCS.
Finally, Chapter 6 summarizes the results.



Chapter 2

Methodology

A principal aim of this thesis is to analyze whether randomly generated molecular
fragment populations can be used for detection of molecular similarity relation-
ships. Therefore, some fundamental methodological problems have to be solved.
First and foremost, an adequate fragmentation scheme is required that subjects
diverse molecules to an extensive random fragmentation. Furthermore, generated
fragment populations must be recorded in an accessible format in order to ex-
tract structural information. Moreover, a mathematical formalism is required to
systematically evaluate the information content of fragment populations.

In this chapter, the most relevant concepts and methods are introduced. In Sec-
tion 2.1 an overview of 2D molecular graph representations and applied formats
is given. This is essential for the introduction of the random fragmentation ap-
proach termed MolBlaster in Section 2.2. Critical parameters of the MolBlaster
process and their effects on fragment profiles are discussed. In Subsection 2.2.1
the representation of fragment profiles as histograms is illustrated. It is shown
that different compounds generate characteristic fragment populations, dependent
on the size and topology of their molecular graphs. These topological differences
between compounds can bias the evaluation of fragment populations for the de-
tection of structural resemblance. Therefore a modification of the MolBlaster
procedure is introduced in Subsection 2.2.2 that produces comparable fragment
populations irrespective of the chemical complexity of studied compound sets.
Finally, Section 2.3 gives an overview of the Shannon entropy concept and its
applications. The introduced entropic methods are used to extract and quantify
the information content encoded in histograms of fragment populations in order
to systematically evaluate molecular similarity relationships.

11
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2.1 Molecular Graph Representations

Chemical structures are usually stored in databases as two-dimensional molecular
graphs, due to their simple design and universal utility for relevant applications.
Despite their low complexity, 2D graph representations have been successfully
used for the detection of molecular similarity relationships, thereby often achieving
better results than representations of higher complexity [2].

Generally, a graph is an abstract structure that consists of nodes connected
by edges. In molecular graphs, the nodes correspond to atoms and the edges
to bonds. Consequently, a graph represents the topology of a molecule, i.e. the
way the atoms are connected. Hence, many approaches for well-known graph
theoretical problems can be used for chemoinformatics applications. For example,
to determine whether two molecules are equal, irrespective of their orientation, one
can use algorithms for graph isomorphism [44; 45]. Further, subgraph matching
methods help to decide whether or not a given substructure can be found within
a molecule [46; 47].

2.1.1 Connection Tables

A common way to store and process molecular graphs on a computer is to encode
them as a connection table that essentially consists of an atom list and a bond
list. The atom list specifies in sequential order the atoms of the molecule, while
the bond list specifies the connections between them as pairs of bonded atoms. A
simple example of a connection table is given in Figure 2.1. This format, devel-
oped by MDL Information Systems [48], offers additional information about the
3D coordinates of the atoms. More detailed information such as the hybridization
state of each atom can also be included in the connection table. Hydrogen atoms
might only be implicitly included in a hydrogen-suppressed connectivity table.
This reduction does not represent a loss of information because hydrogen atoms
can be derived assuming standard valences for listed atoms. Also, the aromaticity
of bonds can be supposed in connectivity tables as shown in Figure 2.1. Aromatic
structures are then represented as tautomers, from which aromaticity can be
deduced.
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Fig. 2.1: Exemplary connection table. For the small molecule in the lower part of the figure
a corresponding connection table is shown. The first part consists of the atom list specifying
the atoms in sequential order. Additional information (e.g. 3D coordinates) are listed. The
second part is composed by the bond list, which describes a set of bonded atom pairs and
provides further information (e.g. the bond order). A closer look at the bond list shows
that the chlorine atom (sequence number 1) is connected to the carbon atom with sequence
number 2 through a single bond. The nitrogen atom (sequence number 5) is connected to
two other carbon atoms, in one case through a double bond.

2.1.2 Linear Notation

An alternative way to encode molecular graphs is by means of a linear notation,
which utilizes alphanumeric characters to encode a molecular structure. These
notations are more compact than connectivity tables and thus particularly use-
ful for storing and processing large numbers of molecules. A widely used linear
notation is SMILES [49], that is hydrogen-suppressed and represents atoms by
their atomic symbols. General concepts about SMILES are illustrated in Figure
2.2. Aromaticity is indicated by lower case letters, while upper case letters are
used for aliphatic atoms. Bond orders of higher degree are specified using special
symbols, e.g. “=” for double bonds and “#” for triple bonds; single and aromatic
bonds are usually not explicitly represented. Linear encoding of ring systems is
performed by breaking one bond of each ring. The presence of rings is then in-
dicated by appending a unique integer identifier to the two atoms of the broken
bond. Branching points of a molecule are represented using parentheses; all atoms
within a pair belong to the same branch. If necessary, branches are nested.
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Fig. 2.2: Illustration of SMILES strings. Shown are exemplary realizations of the most
relevant SMILES concepts. For each structure the corresponding SMILES string and the trivial
name is provided.

2.2 MolBlaster Fragmentation

Molecular fragmentation is achieved by random deletion of rows in connectivity ta-
bles of hydrogen-suppressed 2D graph representations. This process corresponds
to randomly breaking bonds in a molecule and is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In
order to obtain a significant number of diverse fragments this step is repeated
many times. The number of bond deletions per iteration step is kept constant
and the range of permitted random values is predetermined for the compound
set considered for fragmentation. It corresponds to the number of rows for the
molecule with the largest bond list. This ensures that all bonds of the molecule are
deleted with the same probability. If a random number falls outside the range for
a smaller structure, no deletion is carried out. From the reduced connectivity ta-
bles, SMILES strings of molecular fragments are exported for fragment sampling,
as shown in Figure 2.4. Connectivity tables for test compounds are calculated
with the Molecular Operating Environment (MOE)1 and rows are selected for
deletion with a uniform random number generator. The MolBlaster approach
was implemented in the Perl scripting language.

In principle, compound fragmentation depends on two parameters. First the

1Software tools used throughout the thesis are described in Appendix A.
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Fig. 2.3: Exemplary fragmentation step. The molecule reported in Figure 2.1 is cleaved
through deletion of the randomly selected lines 4 and 7 in the corresponding bond list. Deletion
of these lines results in a new connectivity table encoding two molecular fragments.

Fig. 2.4: Fragment representations. Shown are fragment sets of increasing size with cor-
responding SMILES string representations produced in different deletion steps. Unconnected
structures within a SMILES string are indicated by a dot.

maximum number of permitted bond deletions per iteration and second the total
number of iterations. The general influence of the parameters on the composition
of fragment population is analyzed in the following.
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Number of Bond Deletions

The number of bond deletions per step affects the average size and length of
the resulting fragments and thus the composition of the fragment population. If
the selected parameter value is small, the generated fragments will be large on
average and contain much of the structural information provided by the molecular
graph. This might be disadvantageous for the detection of similarity relationships,
because large fragments are mainly specific for their parent molecules. On the
other hand, if there are too many deletions, the generated fragments are small
in size and generic in shape. Thus fragmentation parameters must be carefully
determined, because they strongly influence the information content of a fragment
profile.

Number of Iterations

The number of iterations controls the total number of diverse fragments that
are generated and the frequency of occurrence of each fragment. If the value of
the parameter is low, the number of diverse fragments in the profile is low, too.
This results in an coarse and unspecific fragment profile that covers only a small
fraction of all possible molecular substructures. In contrast, if the number of
iterations is too high, the fragmentation process will mainly generate redundant
information. Thus, computational cost increases without a significant gain of
structural information.

2.2.1 Histogram Representation

In order to monitor the fragment populations of molecules they are displayed
in histograms. Here, each data point corresponds to a fragment and reports its
occurrence frequency within the population. Figure 2.5 illustrates the features
of fragment populations and their histogram representations for the compounds
1-octylphenanthrene and 2-phenylphenanthrene. Both compounds are derived
from phenanthrene, an aromatic hydrocarbon composed of three fused benzene
rings. The molecules only differ in their moieties connected to this scaffold.
For 1-octylphenanthrene the substituent is octane, an aliphatic chain, whereas
for 2-phenylphenanthrene it is benzene, an aromatic ring. Both molecules are
fragmented using MolBlaster, with 5 bond deletions per step.

For 1-octylphenanthrene small fragments up to a length of 8 atoms show
low diversity, but hold the largest portion of the population. This can be ratio-
nalized considering that only a single bond deletion is required to separate an
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Fig. 2.5: Fragment populations. Shown are histogram representations of fragment popu-
lations generated from two molecules, permitting five bond deletions per step in calculations
with 3 000 iterations: (a) 1-octylphenanthrene and (b) 2-phenylphenanthrene. The histograms
on the left reflect the diversity of fragments of equal length. Here Number reports the count
of unique (structurally distinct) fragments of equal size produced during the fragmentation
process. The histograms on the right show the variation of fragment length within the frag-
ment population. Fraction gives the percentage of fragments having a specific length of the
total fragment population. In these calculations, multiple copies of the same fragments are
taken into account. Fragments with one or two atoms were omitted from the profiles since
they do not offer much structural information about their molecules.

alkane (aliphatic chain) from the molecule, which is very likely to occur. Highest
diversity is observed for mid-size fragments (between 9 and 15 atoms), with a
peak at 14 atoms. These structures are mostly generated through the cleavage
of the phenanthrene scaffold. To split the ring system into distinct parts at least
two deletions of appropriate bonds are required. Furthermore, the phenanthrene
scaffold can tolerate 3 bond deletions without being reduced to a fragment of less
than 14 atoms. Hence, phenanthrene is more resistant against decomposition. A
larger number of different bond deletion combinations can be carried out, yielding
a larger set of diverse fragments. For large fragments (more than 15 atoms) the
diversity and frequency of occurrence decreases.

The analogue 2-phenylphenanthrene contains an additional ring instead of the
aliphatic substituent and the increased ring content leads to the generation of
larger fragments. Furthermore, the fragment distribution is more balanced than
for the aliphatic phenanthrene derivative. The reason is that the benzene ring
is more resistant against decomposition, which hinders the generation of small
fragments. For 2-phenylphenanthrene the most frequent fragments consist of six
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atoms. These fragments are typically derived from the benzene ring because here
only one bond deletion is required. To further reduce benzene to fragments with
less than 6 atoms, at least two other bond deletions must occur.

The example illustrates that compounds of different topology produce different
fragment populations. Even for closely related molecules such as phenanthrene
analogues the fragment distributions differ. The conclusion is that fragment pro-
files are sensitive to characteristic molecular information, such as size and graph
connectivity, and capable of differentiating between molecules having similar core
structures.

2.2.2 Complexity Independent Fragmentation

Due to the differences in size and topology of molecules, fragmentation parame-
ters that produce most representative populations can vary between distinct com-
pound sets. Thus, it is very likely that a constant number of permitted deletions
per iteration step will not produce fragment profiles that sufficiently account for
structural differences between distinct compound classes. For the systematic anal-
ysis of structure-activity relationships a generally applicable approach is required
that produces fragment populations of maximal information content irrespective
of the topology and size of the molecules. Therefore, a modification of the Mol-
Blaster fragmentation is introduced. The number of permitted bond deletions
during each iteration is randomized in order to balance the fragment generation
for molecules having different degrees of complexity. It is expected that a sig-
nificant number of diverse fragments with varying size is generated, enabling an
adequate characterization of the compounds. Additionally, since all compounds
are subjected to the same fragmentation procedure, the generated fragment pro-
files can be compared without further normalization.

2.3 Information Content of Histograms

In order to evaluate fragment populations of diverse compounds the populations
are encoded as histograms, which is a common way to represent feature value
distributions. The information content of a histogram can be determined using the
Shannon entropy concept that has a long history. In a first publication in 1948 [50]
Shannon studied the transmissions of messages from an information source over a
noisy channel. Therefore he developed a theoretical communication model with an
abstract information sender and receptor and hypothetical messages that consist
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of a set of symbols occurring with a certain frequency. Through the addition
of redundant symbols it is possible to protect messages against information loss.
In order to determine the amount of data that is required to account for the
original message at the receptor, Shannon introduced the concept of information
entropy, a quantitative measure of the information content of messages, i.e. data
distributions. This seminal paper established information theory as a research
area on its own. The concept of molecular information content was introduced in
1953 [51] and later in the 1970s the Shannon entropy was applied in the context
of molecular graph theory [52]. Subsequently, this concept was also applied in
computational chemistry [53; 54; 55].

2.3.1 Shannon Entropy

Briefly, Shannon entropy (SE) quantifies the information contained in a data
distribution as the minimal number of bits required to encode the information in
binary format. It is defined as:

SE = −
∑

i

pi log2(pi) (2.1)

where pi is the probability of a data point i to occur within the data distribution.
For the purposes of this thesis, a data point is equivalent to a molecular fragment.
The probability is calculated as pi = ci/total counts, where ci corresponds to the
occurrence frequency of the specific fragment and total counts =

∑
i ci to the

sum of all frequencies.

The Shannon entropy is maximal when the data is evenly distributed over all
histogram bins. In this case the SE value is equal to the binary logarithm of the
number of histogram bins utilized. Consequently the SE value is dependent on
the number of data points used in the histograms and therefore the information
content of data distributions of varying size cannot be compared directly. This
dependence can be avoided by calculating the scaled Shannon entropy (sSE):

sSE = −
∑

i

pilogn(pi) (2.2)

where n is the number of histogram bins (fragments). Then, independent of the
number of bins (fragments), the calculated sSE lies within the range [0; 1], mak-
ing the information content of diverse data distributions (fragment populations)
comparable.
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2.3.2 Differential Shannon Entropy

The Shannon entropy is a reasonable metric to determine whether a fragment
population has a higher information content than another. This value does not
ascertain the similarity between two profiles. An appropriate measure for this
purpose is the Differential Shannon entropy (DSE) [56]. This metric quantifies
differences in information content and variance for two feature value distributions.
Primarily, DSE is designed to predict the degree to which descriptor distributions
complement or duplicate information contained in large compound sets. It is
defined as:

DSE = SEAB −
(

SEA + SEB

2

)
. (2.3)

SEA and SEB are the SE values for two different data distributions, or in this
case, the fragment histograms of two molecules A and B. SEAB refers to the
Shannon entropy calculated from the combined histogram, reflecting the distri-
bution of the merged fragment populations derived from both molecules. Thus,
a non-zero DSE value represents an increase or decrease in data variability due
to synergies in information content between the individual data distributions. In
other words, the larger the absolute DSE value, the more distinct the individual
data distributions. In Figure 2.6 some hypothetical data distributions are used to
illustrate the significance of DSE values.

Fig. 2.6: SE and DSE calculations. Combinations of two data distributions are illustrated.
(a) The data set in the center is more evenly distributed than the left one. Therefore, following
the principles of Shannon entropy, the center distribution produces a higher sSE value. The
combined sets result in the data distribution shown on the right side. The calculated DSE
value is nearly zero because the single data sets show a similar distribution. (b) The data set
in the center is shifted to the right. The combination of both data sets yields a higher DSE
value, because the single distribution are more complementary to each other.
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In order to apply the DSE metric as a similarity measure of fragment histograms,
a scaled version of the metric must be deployed in analogy to sSE. Furthermore,
differences between DSE values smaller than one, as typically produced by DSE
calculations, should be emphasized. Finally, a ranking of decreasing molecular
resemblance must be generated for a given set of compounds. Therefore we intro-
duced the reciprocal Differential Shannon entropy defined as

rDSE = 1/ |sDSE| ; for sDSE 6= 0 (2.4)

Here, sDSE is the scaled version of DSE calculated using sSE instead of SE val-
ues. The modified DSE metric allows ranking of compounds in decreasing order
because small differences between data distributions (fragment populations) lead
to high rDSE values, and vice versa.





Chapter 3

Assessment of Molecular

Similarity

The majority of contemporary molecular similarity methods utilize structural or
property descriptors for the generation of appropriate chemical reference spaces.
The selection of descriptors most suitable for specific applications presents a
difficult task [2] and might be influenced by subjective decisions. By contrast,
randomly generated fragment populations do not depend on a predefined descrip-
tor set or fragmentation scheme. The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate
that fragment population can be successfully applied to detect molecular similar-
ity relationships.

The analysis is divided into two steps. In Section 3.1 the potential of fragment
populations to detect structural resemblance between single compounds is ana-
lyzed. Therefore, compounds with different biological activity are systematically
fragmented with MolBlaster and ranked by means of the entropy-based rDSE
similarity metric. The generated ranking lists are compared to a commonly used
structure-based metric and deviations between the two rankings are recorded.
These comparisons are used in Subsection 3.1.1 to determine the preferred frag-
mentation levels for diverse compound sets generating the most representative
fragment populations. The evaluation of the rankings in Subsection 3.1.2 then
provides evidence that structural resemblance can be assessed by focusing on
chemical information provided by fragments. In Section 3.2 we go a step further
and try to analyze if fragment populations might also encode specific structural
information for a set of compounds with similar biological activity. Therefore,

23
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modifications of the MolBlaster approach are required that are introduced in
Subsection 3.2.1. It is explained how a fragment profile for a given compound set
is generated and how it can be used for similarity searching. In Subsection 3.2.2
the generated fragment profiles are applied to search databases for known active
compounds. The obtained results are compared to reference calculations using
standard methods, which demonstrates the ability of fragment profiles to detect
structure-activity relationships.

3.1 Detection of Structural Resemblance

In order to evaluate the MolBlaster approach for molecular similarity detection,
a reference system is needed to compare proposed relationships. Five pairs of
molecules with similar activity were selected from the Molecular Drug Data Report
(MDDR)1. The structures of these active compounds are shown in Figure 3.1. The
molecules were binary encoded using MACCS keys [15], a fingerprint consisting
of a set of 166 publicly available structural keys, and subjected to systematic
pairwise comparisons using the Tanimoto coefficient (Tc) [57]. The Tanimoto
coefficient calculates the structural similarity between a pair of compounds based
on molecular fingerprint representations and is a standard similarity metric for

Fig. 3.1: Test compounds. MDDR activity class abbreviations: COX, cyclooxygenase-2
inhibitors; CAA, carbonic anhydrase inhibitors; GLY, glycoprotein IIb-IIIa inhibitors; ACE,
acetylcholine esterase inhibitors; THR, thromboxane antagonists.

1Compound databases used throughout the thesis are described in Appendix A.
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chemoinformatics applications. It is defined as

Tc(A,B) =
c

a+ b− c

where a and b are the numbers of bits set on in the fingerprint of compounds
A and B , and respectively c is the number of bits shared by both compounds.
Thus, identical compounds yield a Tc value of 1.0, whereas completely distinct
molecules produce a value of 0. Table 3.1 reports the resulting similarity ranking
and confirms the presence of a spectrum of compound relationships with decreas-
ing molecular similarity that span almost the entire Tc range. For MolBlaster
calculations, MACCS-Tc similarity served as reference.

3.1.1 Preferred Fragmentation Levels

To investigate which fragmentation levels were most suitable for similarity analy-
sis, the number of deletions and iterations was systematically varied for pairwise
comparison of the test compounds, and deviations from Tc ranking were calcu-
lated. Runs of varying length (with 100–5 000 iterations) were carried out permit-
ting between five and 50 deletions per step. Compound pairs were ranked based
on rDSE values, and deviations from the Tc ranking were calculated as the sum
of deviations in rank positions over all compounds. Representative results are
reported in Figure 3.2. Notable fluctuations in relative compound rankings were
only observed during the initial ∼2 000 iterations; then only minor differences
could be detected. Thus, many copies of unique fragments were not required to
reflect molecular similarity relationships.

By contrast, the fragmentation level had significant influence on the quality
of similarity rankings. When permitting between 10 and 20 deletions per step,
the correspondence between Tc- and fragment-based similarity rankings improved
in nearly linear fashion; the smallest deviations occurred within the range of 27–
29 deletions per step. Beyond 30 deletions, deviations from Tc rankings slightly
increased again, probably because the fragments became on average too small.
Figure 3.3 reports average fragment length as a function of the number of dele-
tions. At preferred levels, the fragments contained on average six atoms (or four,
when fragment frequency was considered). This appears to be an adequate trade-
off between small fragments displaying little molecular structural information and
large fragments that are too specific for their respective molecule. Thus, extensive
but not exhaustive fragmentation is required for effective similarity detection.
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rank molecule pair Tc
1 GLY-1 GLY-2 0.99 T 1
2 COX-1 COX-2 0.98 T 2
3 ACE-1 ACE-2 0.92 T 3
4 THR-1 THR-2 0.91 T 4
5 CAA-1 CAA-2 0.84 T 5
6 CAA-2 COX-1 0.79 T 6
7 CAA-2 COX-2 0.78 T 7
8 CAA-1 COX-1 0.65 T 8
9 CAA-1 COX-2 0.64 T 9
10 CAA-1 THR-1 0.64 T 10
11 CAA-2 THR-1 0.61
12 GLY-1 THR-2 0.61
13 GLY-2 THR-2 0.60
14 GLY-1 THR-1 0.60
15 GLY-2 THR-1 0.60
16 CAA-1 THR-2 0.58
17 COX-2 THR-2 0.55
18 CAA-2 THR-2 0.55
19 COX-2 THR-1 0.54 M 19
20 COX-1 THR-2 0.54 M 20
21 COX-1 THR-1 0.53 M 21
22 ACE-2 GLY-1 0.47 M 22
23 ACE-2 GLY-2 0.47 M 23
24 ACE-1 GLY-1 0.45 M 24
25 ACE-1 GLY-2 0.45 M 25
26 CAA-1 GLY-1 0.45 M 26
27 CAA-1 GLY-2 0.44 M 27
28 ACE-1 THR-1 0.41 M 28
29 ACE-2 THR-1 0.40
30 COX-1 GLY-1 0.38
31 CAA-2 GLY-1 0.38
32 ACE-1 THR-2 0.38
33 ACE-2 THR-2 0.38
34 COX-2 GLY-1 0.38
35 COX-1 GLY-2 0.38
36 CAA-2 GLY-2 0.38 B 36
37 COX-2 GLY-2 0.38 B 37
38 ACE-1 CAA-1 0.27 B 38
39 ACE-2 CAA-1 0.27 B 39
40 ACE-1 CAA-2 0.20 B 40
41 ACE-2 CAA-2 0.20 B 41
42 ACE-1 COX-1 0.17 B 42
43 ACE-1 COX-2 0.16 B 43
44 ACE-2 COX-1 0.15 B 44
45 ACE-2 COX-2 0.15 B 45

Tab. 3.1: Tc-based similarity ranking of test molecule pairs. All possible pairwise com-
parisons were carried out for the molecules shown in Figure 3.1, and molecule pairs were
ranked according to decreasing Tc values. “T”, “M”, and “B” designate the top 10 (most
similar), midrange, and bottom (least similar) pairs, respectively. These 30 molecule pairs
were labeled to permit an easy graphical comparison of this similarity ranking with the results
of MolBlaster calculations.
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Fig. 3.2: Preferred fragmentation levels. Systematic variations of permitted deletions per
step are shown for calculations of different length. In this example, rDSE values were used
for fragment-based similarity ranking. The sum of deviations from MACCS Tc ranking were
calculated as described in the text.

Fig. 3.3: Average fragment length. The average length of all fragments was calculated
over all molecules as a function of the number of deletions. “Absolute length” reports the
average size of distinct fragments, while “Relative length” takes the frequency of occurrence
of the fragments into consideration. Calculations were carried out for 5 000 iterations.
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3.1.2 Evaluation of Similarity Relationships

In order to verify the ability of the MolBlaster approach to detect molecular
similarity relationships, the compound set was subjected to systematic fragmen-
tation, and generated fragment populations were used to rank the compounds
according to the entropy-based similarity metric rDSE. Afterwards the minimum
deviation from a reference ranking was determined, which was observed in this
case for 28 bond deletions per iteration step. In Table 3.2 the corresponding
entropy-based similarity ranking is reported. The rDSE-based ranking closely re-
produces the Tc-based ranking reported in Table 3.1 including the top, midrange,
and bottom molecule pairs. For the top molecule pairs, covering a MACCS
Tc range from 0.99 to 0.64, both rankings were nearly identical. Differences in
single rank positions mostly occurred within the Tc range of 0.20 to 0.40 where
many Tc values were similar or identical. Within this range, subtle differences
in the fragment population led to improved discrimination between compounds
compared to the Tc metric. Therefore, the rDSE was a more sensitive similarity
metric, as it further distinguished between pairs of molecules having the same
Tc value. Below a Tc-threshold of 0.20 the overlap of the fragment populations
decreased rapidly, whereby distant similarity relationships between compounds
were correctly detected.

In conclusion, the close correspondence between Tc- and rDSE-based compound
pair rankings demonstrated that MolBlaster calculations could be successfully
applied for the assessment of structural resemblance between compounds.

3.2 Detection of Structure-Activity Relationships

The results of this initial proof-of-principle study suggested the utility of fragment
profiles in searching for active molecules within databases. For ligand-based vir-
tual screening [58] and scaffold hopping [59], a similarity method must be capable
of recognizing gradually decreasing similarity relationships including remote ones.
However, before the MolBlaster approach could be applied for virtual screening,
a number of challenges had to be met. First and foremost, the identification
of structure-activity relationships goes beyond the mere detection of structural
resemblance. Moreover, in database mining it is required to explore such relation-
ships on a large scale and recognize the vast majority of database molecules as
inactives. Therefore, fragment profile searching had to be sufficiently specific to
correctly detect compounds having similar activity and discard others. Finally,
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rank molecule pair rDSE
1 GLY-1 GLY-2 212.55 T1
2 COX-1 COX-2 185.17 T2
3 ACE-1 ACE-2 160.23 T3
4 THR-1 THR-2 96.79 T4
5 COX-1 CAA-2 72.19 T6
6 COX-1 CAA-1 56.60 T8
7 CAA-2 CAA-1 51.26 T5
8 COX-2 CAA-2 50.52 T7
9 COX-2 CAA-1 41.13 T9
10 COX-2 THR-2 39.44
11 COX-2 THR-1 36.77 M 19
12 CAA-1 THR-1 36.27 T 10
13 COX-1 THR-2 35.86 M 20
14 COX-1 THR-1 34.00 M 21
15 CAA-1 THR-2 33.51
16 CAA-2 THR-1 29.81
17 GLY-2 THR-2 28.45
18 GLY-2 THR-1 27.99
19 GLY-1 THR-1 26.66
20 CAA-2 THR-2 26.52
21 GLY-1 THR-2 26.50
22 ACE-1 THR-2 25.30
23 GLY-2 ACE-1 25.11 M 25
24 GLY-2 ACE-2 24.49 M 23
25 GLY-1 ACE-2 22.85 M 22
26 ACE-2 THR-2 22.82
27 GLY-1 ACE-1 22.46 M 24
28 CAA-1 GLY-1 21.87 M 26
29 CAA-1 GLY-2 21.46 M 27
30 COX-1 GLY-1 21.21
31 COX-1 GLY-2 21.20
32 COX-2 GLY-1 20.93
33 COX-2 GLY-2 20.88 B 37
34 CAA-2 GLY-1 20.54
35 ACE-1 THR-1 20.43 M 28
36 CAA-2 GLY-2 20.35 B 36
37 ACE-2 THR-1 19.12
38 COX-1 ACE-2 19.11 B 44
39 COX-1 ACE-1 17.88 B 42
40 COX-2 ACE-2 17.51 B 45
41 COX-2 ACE-1 16.75 B 43
42 CAA-1 ACE-2 16.46 B 39
43 CAA-1 ACE-1 15.78 B 38
44 CAA-2 ACE-2 14.67 B 41
45 CAA-2 ACE-1 14.42 B 40

Tab. 3.2: rDSE-based similarity ranking of test molecule pairs. The rDSE-based ranking
was calculated for 28 possible deletions per step and 5 000 iterations. Molecular pairs are
designated according to Table 3.1.
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sufficient computational efficiency is required in order to generate and process
fragment profiles for many database molecules.

Evaluation of a Complexity-Independent MolBlaster Approach

A prerequisite for the application of the MolBlaster approach for virtual screen-
ing was to find an appropriate degree of fragmentation for diverse compound sets.
The analysis of the preferred fragmentation level in Subsection 3.1.1 indicates that
only a narrow range of possible bond deletions generates a fragment population
sufficiently characteristic for test molecules. Thus, the optimal number of bond
deletions may vary significantly for compounds belonging to structurally diverse
classes. To establish a fragmentation scheme that ensured maximum information
content of the fragment population irrespective of molecular topology, the number
of bond deletions per iteration step was randomized for the MolBlaster approach.
Seven randomly selected compound classes with varying degrees of heterogeneity,
reported in Table 3.3, were subjected to pairwise comparisons in 20 fragmenta-
tion calculations. Because of the observations noted in Subsection 3.1.1, for each
compound 3 000 MolBlaster iterations were carried out, which represented a rea-
sonable compromise between accuracy and computation time. The compound
pairs were ranked according to the rDSE metric and the resulting ranking list
was compared to a Tc-based ranking using MACCS keys in order to quantify the
deviations. These results were compared to equivalent calculations with varying
number of constant deletions per step in order to find a preferred fragmentation
level. The results obtained for all seven activity classes are summarized in Table
3.4. For each class, a different constant number of bond deletions produces lowest

code biological activity avg Tc

AA2 adrenergic (α2) agonists 0.38
ACE ACE inhibitors 0.72
CHO cholesterol esterase inhibitors 0.48
ESU estrone sulfatase inhibitors 0.61
GLY glycoprotein IIb-IIIa receptor-antagonists 0.59
LAC lactamase (β) inhibitors 0.46
SQS squalene synthetase inhibitors 0.50

Tab. 3.3: Compound activity classes. Compound set ACE is assembled from CMC, all
other sets from the MDDR. To reflect the intra-class heterogeneity, for each set the average
Tc (avg Tc) is reported, calculated from pairwise compound comparisons using MACCS
structural keys.
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constant no. of deletions random no. of deletions

code avg min dev mean dev opt del avg dev mean dev

AA2 84.2 0.68 16 85.5 0.60
ACE 23.0 0.59 13 26.9 0.24
CHO 46.1 0.28 21 44.5 0.29
ESU 83.6 0.75 10 85.4 0.77
GLY 91.9 0.81 29 99.4 0.91
LAC 61.2 0.26 26 67.2 0.63
SQS 129.2 0.68 32 140.1 1.32

Tab. 3.4: Comparison of different fragmentation methods. For fragmentation with
constant numbers of bond deletions per iteration (constant no. of deletions), the average
minimum deviation (avg min dev) in rank positions from a Tc-based pairwise compound
ranking using MACCS structural keys is reported for five independent calculations varying the
number of deletions. Also reported are the mean deviation (mean dev) and the number of
bond deletions producing the minimum deviation (opt del). For the fragmentation process
with randomized deletions per step and 20 independent trials, the average deviation in rank
position (avg dev) and the mean deviation (mean dev) are given.

deviations from Tc ranking, ranging from 10 to 32 bonds, consistent with the
topological diversity of the compound sets. Randomizing the number of permit-
ted deletions gave results comparable to those obtained for optimized constant
numbers. Only slightly higher deviations in six of seven cases were observed, al-
though no class-directed optimization was carried out. A representative example
for one activity class is shown in Figure 3.4. The number of permitted deletions
per step was the major determinant of the average size of the resulting fragments.
Randomization of deletions per step produced more diverse fragment populations
than optimization, although observed differences were subtle. Because random-
ization essentially eliminated class-dependent differences in compound fragmenta-
tion, this procedure clearly is the method of choice for diverse compound classes
where preferred fragmentation levels are not known a priori.

3.2.1 Methodology for Detection of Structure-Activity Relation-

ships

Using the complexity-independent MolBlaster fragmentation scheme it was pos-
sible to generate unbiased fragment populations for compounds with distinct
biological activity. So far, these individual populations have been used to de-
tect structural resemblance between pairs of compounds. For the detection of
structure-activity relationships only structural information provided by individ-
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Fig. 3.4: Evaluation of fragmentation methods. For activity class AA2, the deviation of
rDSE-based rank positions from a Tc-based ranking using MACCS structural keys are reported.
The green line represents fragmentation using a constant number of deletions per step. The
observed range of deviations for the randomized fragmentation scheme is represented by the
red bar, positioned at the number of deletions producing the best results.

ual compounds could be considered. Therefore, it was attempted to generate a
fragment profile for a set of compounds sharing similar biological activity.

Generation of Compound-Class Specific Fragment Profiles

In Section 3.1 it was observed that compounds with similar biological activities
showed higher overlap of their fragment populations than other compound pairs.
This is explained by the similarity property principle [60], which states that struc-
tural similar molecules often show similar biological properties. Accordingly, a
profile was derived from fragments that are shared by most active compounds
and are therefore most characteristic of an activity class.

For a set of compounds having similar biological activity, individually gen-
erated fragment populations were merged into one set. Then, the frequency of
occurrence of the fragments in the combined set was calculated. This process is
illustrated in Figure 3.5. There is also illustrated that the frequencies of individ-
ual fragments were used to determine their information content for the activity
class by means of Shannon entropy. If a fragment only occurs in one compound
of the set, it is limited to one bin. Thus, following the principles of Shannon en-
tropy analysis, the corresponding sSE value becomes zero. This indicates that the
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Fig. 3.5: Calculation of class specificity. The figure illustrates how sSE values are calculated
to classify fragments on the basis of class specificity. First, the fragment populations of
individual compounds of an activity class are combined into one set, while the frequency of
occurrence of all fragments is recorded. Using these frequencies, histograms are generated,
as shown on the right side. They monitor the distribution of fragments over all compounds.
The information content of these distributions is then quantified using the sSE metric.

respective fragment contains no information about the activity class, but rather
represents a single molecule. By contrast, if a fragment occurs with exactly the
same frequency in all n test compounds, resulting in a maximum data dispersion
and information content, the corresponding sSE value is one. Accordingly, this
fragment has a high potential to characterize the activity class.

For the virtual screening calculations reported later in this chapter, fragments
having a minimal sSE value of 0.75 are accepted to represent an activity class.
This threshold was empirically determined on the basis of test calculations on
diverse compound sets. Lowering the threshold value below 0.75 often led to a
lower ranking of active compounds among top-scoring molecules, indicating that
the additional fragments reduced the specificity of the profile for the activity
class. With decreasing sSE value the fragments become increasingly specific for
single active molecules, rather than for the set of compounds with similar activ-
ity. Therefore, the probability of a non-active compound to match a significant
fraction of the expanded fragment profile increases, leading to a higher ranking of
this compound.

Entropy-Based Scoring Metric

In the next step the potential of class-specific fragment profiles to detect structure-
activity relationships within a large database was analyzed. Therefore, the overall
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similarity between a fragment profile of an activity class and the fragment pop-
ulation of a single database compound needed to be evaluated. Since for each
fragment additional information about its class-specificity was determined, a new
entropic scoring scheme was designed. This scoring function was termed Propor-
tional SE (PSE) and defined as

PSE =
∑

i

a

b
sSEAC(i) (3.1)

with a = min{FreqAC(i); FreqDB(i)} and b = max{FreqAC(i); FreqDB(i)}. Here,
FreqAC(i) is the class-specific frequency of fragment i in given activity class and
FreqDB(i) the fragment frequency of a single database compound. The class-
specific frequency of a fragment corresponds to the average frequency of occur-
rence in the compounds of the activity class. In other words, a (b) is the lower
(higher) frequency of the fragment i in the profile of the activity class and the
database compound, respectively. sSEAC(i) reports the sSE value for fragment i
in the activity class, according to Figure 3.5.

Weighting the sSE value by the frequency proportion favors the detection of
database molecules that share many highly informative fragments with similar
frequency. Such compounds produce a large cumulative PSE score as an indica-
tor of molecular similarity. Applying this entropic formalism, virtual screening
calculations generate a PSE-based ranking of database compounds relative to a
class of known active compounds.

Dataset

For the virtual screening trials 15 different activity classes were used, reported
in Table 3.5. Representative compounds from each class are shown in Figure
3.6. These compound sets were assembled from the Comprehensive Medicinal
Chemistry (CMC) database, the Molecular Drug Data Report (MDDR), or taken
from the literature [61]. In order to provide a spectrum of compound classes with
medium to high structural diversity, classes were selected on the basis of intra-
class average Tanimoto coefficient calculated using MACCS structural keys. The
average Tc values for the 15 classes ranged from 0.38 to 0.72. For each class, about
one-third of the compounds were randomly selected as reference molecules to de-
termine common fragments and class-specific fragment frequencies; the remaining
compounds were added to a source database as potential hits. To reduce chance
effects, a certain number of random reference sets were selected for different series
of calculations. Here, average results for 10 different reference sets are reported.
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code biological activity N Nref avg Tc dev
AA2 adrenergic (α2) agonists 35 12 0.38 0.15
ACE ACE inhibitors 17 6 0.72 0.12
ANA angiotensin II-AT antagonists 45 15 0.62 0.12
CAE carbonic anhydrase II inhibitors 22 7 0.64 0.13
CAL calpain inhibitors 28 9 0.48 0.14
CHO cholesterol esterase inhibitors 30 10 0.48 0.18
DD1 dopamine (D1) agonists 30 10 0.54 0.15
ESU estrone sulfatase inhibitors 35 12 0.61 0.11
GLY glycoprotein IIb-IIIa receptor-antagonists 34 11 0.59 0.12
HIV HIV protease inhibitors 18 6 0.67 0.14
KAP κ agonists 25 8 0.55 0.15
KRA kainic acid receptor antagonists 22 7 0.56 0.17
LAC lactamase (β) inhibitors 29 10 0.46 0.18
LDL upregulator of LDL receptor 30 10 0.49 0.22
SQS squalene synthetase inhibitors 42 14 0.50 0.17

Tab. 3.5: Compound activity classes. Compound set ACE and CAE were assembled from
CMC and all other sets from the MDDR, except HIV, which was taken from the literature.
N gives the total number of compounds per class and Nref the number of randomly selected
reference compounds used to generate activity-class-specific fragment profiles and frequencies.
The remaining active compounds were added to the source database as potential hits in
virtual screening calculations. For each set, Tc similarity statistics from pairwise compound
comparisons were calculated using MACCS structural keys, and average Tc (avg Tc) values
as well as standard deviations (dev) are reported.

In order to analyze the predictive ability of fragment populations representing
different levels of class-specific information content the fragment profiles of each
activity class were grouped into ranges of decreasing sSE values. Starting with
fragments having an sSE value in the range [0.95–1.0], the lower boundary was
further decreased in steps of 0.05 until the predefined threshold sSE value of 0.75
was reached. In Figure 3.7 an example of classified fragments from an activity
class is shown.

3.2.2 Evaluation in Similarity Search Trials

The resulting fragment profiles were tested in virtual screening calculations, fo-
cusing on the question whether compounds having similar activity could be dis-
tinguished from very large numbers of database compounds on the basis of their
fragmentation profiles. As a source database, a subset of 102 891 compounds with
unique 2D molecular graphs was randomly selected from the ZINC collection. Sys-
tematic screening trials were carried out using the PSE metric as scoring function
and recovery rates for the top 100 or 1 000 compounds (i.e., for up to 1% of the
source database) were recorded. Table 3.6 reports average results from 10 runs
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Fig. 3.6: Representative compounds. For each of the activity classes studied here, a
randomly selected molecule is shown.

with varying reference sets for all activity classes for later discussion.
Compound recovery rates varied significantly among the activity classes and were

also much influenced by the choice of different sSE ranges and thus fragmentation
levels. Overall, the obtained results were promising. For seven classes, recov-
ery rates of >50–100% were obtained for only 100 selected database compounds,
and for the remaining classes, the corresponding recovery rates at preferred frag-
mentation levels ranged from ∼25% to 48%. Selecting of 1% of the database
compounds, nine classes displayed recovery rates of >75–100%. These findings
demonstrate that molecular fragment profiles can be successfully used as queries
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Fig. 3.7: Exemplary fragment classification into different sSE ranges. Shown are frag-
ments with different sSE ranges taken from the fragment populations of GLY.

for database searching and that significant recovery rates are already achieved
for small compound selection sets. This can be seen in Table 3.6, which shows
that recovery rates did not dramatically increase when selecting 10 times more
database compounds. This suggests that large-scale fragment profile comparisons
have a significant degree of specificity. The results also illustrate that struc-
turally homogeneous classes such as ACE produced the best compound recovery
rates, as one would expect. However, even for distinctly diverse classes such as
AA2, recovery rates of ∼20% were achieved within the 100 top-scoring database
compounds. These findings indicate that fragment profile searching can explore
diverse structure-activity relationships and that it has significant scaffold-hopping
potential [59]. This point is further supported by the inspection of recovered com-
pounds and reference molecules used to detect them. Representative results in
Figure 3.8 show that reference compounds and correctly identified hits frequently
had different core structures.

Computational Benchmarking

Benchmark calculations revealed that 1 000 MolBlaster iterations required be-
tween 0.8 and 1.4 seconds per molecule on a 3.6 GHz processor. During the
virtual screening trials, 30–110 database molecules were processed per second of
CPU time, depending on the size of the involved fragment populations, thus per-
mitting the screening of large compound sets in a reasonable time.
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sSE range RR100 RR1K RR100 RR1K RR100 RR1K

AA2 ACE ANA
[0.95–1.0] 4.8 19.1 90.0 92.7 80.3 93.0
[0.90–1.0] 10.0 23.9 88.2 95.5 85.3 94.3
[0.85–1.0] 17.8 30.9 91.8 100 87.0 94.3
[0.80–1.0] 20.0 35.2 94.5 100 92.0 94.3
[0.75–1.0] 27.8 37.4 95.5 100 93.0 94.7

CAE CAL CHO
[0.95–1.0] 62.7 79.3 11.1 24.2 10.5 20.0
[0.90–1.0] 58.0 78.0 23.2 48.4 29.0 40.5
[0.85–1.0] 57.3 76.0 28.4 55.3 34.5 47.0
[0.80–1.0] 55.4 75.3 34.2 53.7 47.0 58.0
[0.75–1.0] 53.3 73.3 40.5 56.9 47.0 57.0

DD1 ESU GLY
[0.95–1.0] 0 7.9 48.3 61.7 62.6 86.6
[0.90–1.0] 25.8 63.2 78.7 82.2 46.5 74.4
[0.85–1.0] 32.6 70.5 85.7 88.3 47.0 69.6
[0.80–1.0] 50.0 76.8 85.7 89.6 39.1 60.0
[0.75–1.0] 56.3 78.4 85.7 91.3 40.0 62.2

HIV KAP KRA
[0.95–1.0] 98.3 100 17.7 32.9 11.3 33.3
[0.90–1.0] 100 100 28.8 51.8 16.7 32.7
[0.85–1.0] 99.2 100 35.9 58.8 19.3 32.7
[0.80–1.0] 98.3 100 37.1 60.0 18.7 36.6
[0.75–1.0] 98.3 100 38.3 65.0 17.3 27.4

LAC LDL SQS
[0.95–1.0] 17.9 46.8 2.5 8.5 25.7 56.8
[0.90–1.0] 16.3 43.7 5.5 23.0 31.8 49.3
[0.85–1.0] 21.6 48.7 18.0 30.0 35.7 52.2
[0.80–1.0] 21.6 45.3 29.5 41.5 36.1 52.5
[0.75–1.0] 24.7 43.7 39.0 46.0 35.4 52.9

Tab. 3.6: Virtual screening trials Average recovery rates (RR; in percent) are reported for
the top-scoring 100 (RR100), and 1 000 (RR1K) compounds for each activity class and different
sSE ranges of the fragment populations.

Analysis of Fragment Profiles

After confirming that fragment profile methods were capable of consistently de-
tecting active compounds in database search calculations and assessing its search
capacity, the influence of profile size on compound recovery was analyzed. In
the majority of cases, extension of the fragment-qualifying sSE range increased
compound recovery rates. This indicated that larger fragment populations had
higher information content, leading to similarity analysis at higher resolution and
increasingly accurate compound ranking. Preferred sSE ranges for fragment selec-
tion substantially varied among the different activity classes. For 8 of 15 classes,
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Fig. 3.8: Retrieval of active compounds. Shown are examples of correctly identified hits
among the top-scoring 100 database compounds for activity classes CHO (top) and GLY
(bottom). Active reference molecules are encircled.

the [0.75–1.0] range gave the best results. For the other classes, more narrowly
defined sSE ranges were preferred, reflecting class-specific differences in fragment
profiling. For example, for CAE and GLY, the smallest sSE range gave the best
results. In other cases, such for ESU or SQS, intermediate levels performed best.
However, with only one exception (GLY) among the seven classes that produced
best recovery rates at small or medium size sSE ranges, the results were similar
to those obtained for the [0.75–1.0] range. Therefore, for virtual screening trials
the sSE range [0.75–1.0] should present a reasonable choice for targeting many
different activity classes in fragment profile searching.

Furthermore, differences in search performance between single trials for an ac-
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tivity class could be attributed to differences in fragment populations derived from
distinct reference sets. This can be observed in Table 3.7 that summarizes the
recovery rates obtained for 10 unique reference sets selected for activity class ESU.
Recovery rates were very similar in 6 of 10 cases but significantly lower in four
others. Thus, although many reference sets produced comparable recovery rates,
differences as a consequence of reference set composition could also be observed.
An extreme example is provided by the comparison of reference set 3 with one of
the best performing sets, e.g. set 5. Here, one of the randomly generated refer-
ence sets produced recovery rates of ∼80% already for 100 selected compounds,
whereas the other essentially failed to recover active compounds. Detailed exam-
ination revealed that the fragment population derived from the well-performing
set was nearly three times larger than the other. Taken together, these findings
indicate that differences in fragment numbers and distributions are important for
accurate compound ranking.

Reference Calculations

To compare the performance of fragment profile searching with that of standard
methods, reference calculations with four different types of 2D fingerprints with
varying complexity were carried out. Namely MACCS keys, MPMFP, Molprint
2D and the Daylight fingerprint were used. As a purely structural fragment-
based design MACCS keys were selected (166 keys). MPMFP [62] is a hybrid
fingerprint consisting of 171 keys that combines structural features and binary
transformed molecular property descriptors. Molprint 2D [26] derives keys from
the connectivity tables of a molecule and combines varying numbers of strings
that represent unique atom environments organized in distance layers. Finally,
the Daylight fingerprint captures connectivity pathways in molecules and is often
considered a gold standard in the field, because it pioneered the development of
hashed 2D fingerprints. Here a version consisting of 2 048 bits was calculated
using the Daylight toolkit.

Although fingerprinting is conceptually distinct from fragment profiling, fin-
gerprint searches were chosen as reference calculations because they also produce
a similarity-based ranking of database compounds. Thus, the number of active
molecules occurring within a specific number of top-scoring database compounds
can be easily compared. As a multiple template-based search strategy, the cen-
troid approach [63] was applied, because fragment profiles searches also make
use of information from multiple reference compounds. Following this strategy,
an average fingerprint vector is calculated from the individual fingerprints of all
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ref set avg Tc RR100 RR500 RR1K

1 0.61 69.7 87.0 91.3
2 0.60 4.3 21.7 21.7
3 0.59 0.0 4.3 13.0
4 0.64 13.0 26.1 34.8
5 0.65 78.3 82.6 82.6
6 0.65 78.3 82.6 82.6
7 0.64 78.3 82.6 82.6
8 0.60 73.9 82.6 82.6
9 0.61 8.7 30.4 43.5
10 0.65 78.3 82.6 82.6

Tab. 3.7: Recovery rates for individual reference sets. For activity class ESU, average
recovery rates (RR; in percent) for 10 randomly selected unique reference sets are reported
within sSE range [0.95–1.0]. Average MACCS Tc values (avg Tc) are reported for a pairwise
comparison of reference compounds.

available reference compounds and compared to database molecules using the gen-
eral formulation of the Tanimoto coefficient for floating-point values [57], rather
than for binary representations. The recovery rates for the reference calculations
are reported in Table 3.8. They are compared to the results obtained in the
fragment screening trials for the top-scoring 100 database compounds. Observed
differences in search performance were overall comparable in a number of cases.
For example, for seven activity classes, differences between all four fingerprints
and the fragment profiling method were within ∼15%. Overall, Molprint 2D
performed best in these calculations, followed by MPMFP, fragment profiling,
Daylight, and MACCS structural keys. Of the fingerprints used here for com-
parison, Molprint 2D represents by far the highest level of complexity. However,
differences in search performance between these fingerprints were often subtle.
For example, for 10 of 15 classes, differences between Molprint 2D and Daylight
were within ∼15%. Thus, the 2D fingerprints used here frequently produced
comparable search results, despite significant differences in their design and com-
plexity. Random fragment profiling gave better results than defined MACCS
structural keys in 11 of 15 cases, although differences in recovery rates were here
also within ∼15% for 13 activity classes. Thus, taken together, fragment profile
searching performed at least comparably well to widely used 2D similarity search
tools, without the need to use conventional or high-complexity descriptors.
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class frag profile MACCS MPMFP Daylight Molprint 2D

AA2 27.8 20.9 30.9 28.3 33.9
ACE 95.5 81.1 95.5 80.9 100.0
ANA 93.0 65.7 79.4 91.7 85.0
CAE 62.7 56.7 82.0 37.8 52.0
CAL 40.5 26.8 38.4 22.6 53.7
CHO 47.0 49.0 50.0 58.0 60.5
DD1 56.3 61.5 72.0 26.0 59.0
ESU 85.7 79.6 80.0 65.2 95.2
GLY 62.6 48.3 65.7 16.5 51.7
HIV 100 70.0 82.5 93.3 74.3
KAP 38.3 25.9 38.8 24.7 31.8
KRA 19.3 22.7 38.7 51.3 63.3
LAC 24.7 35.8 37.7 51.1 36.0
LDL 39.0 28.0 46.5 43.5 52.0
SQS 36.1 34.3 42.9 40.7 44.6

Tab. 3.8: Reference calculations. Reported are the best recovery rates (in percent) for
the top-scoring 100 compounds using fragment profiling (frag profile) in combination with
our PSE similarity metric and four different fingerprints. For similarity searching using these
fingerprints, the centroid approach was applied and Tc values were calculated for compound
ranking.

3.3 Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter it is shown that randomly generated fragment populations encode
sufficient chemical information of source molecules to mirror molecular similarity
relationships between them. For the analysis and comparison of molecular frag-
ment profiles, entropy-based measures adapted from information theory provide a
sensitive similarity metric. Fragment populations display maximum information
content for an average fragment size of approximately six atoms, which requires
extensive fragmentation of the test molecules. This can be achieved by selecting
a constant number of bond deletions that depends on the size and topological
complexity of the compounds. After a threshold of 2 000 fragmentation steps, the
diversity of fragment population converges. Randomizing the number of bond
deletions also generates informative fragment populations. This approach offers
the advantage of being independent of the complexity of the compounds and is
therefore generally preferred.

In virtual screening trials, fragment profiles display significant specificity
and produce promising recovery rates for diverse active compounds. Correctly
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identified hits are among high-scoring compounds and are often structurally dis-
tinct from reference compounds, thus indicating the potential of fragment profile
searching for scaffold hopping. In reference calculations fragment profiles show
performance comparable to established 2D similarity search tools of higher com-
plexity.





Chapter 4

Mining of Activity-Class

Derived Fragment Profiles

Taken together, the findings in the previous chapter suggested that random molec-
ular fragment populations must contain specific information about characteristic
compound features. This raised a number of questions. What is this information?
How can class-specific elements be identified? What can one learn about class
specific features from information contained in random fragment populations?

Motivated by these questions, in Section 4.1 fragment profiles are carefully an-
alyzed, providing evidence that subsets of class-characteristic fragments mostly
account for the predictive ability of profiles. To identify such signature fragments,
a method is designed in Section 4.2 that systematically explores the dependency
of fragment occurrence among compounds with similar biological activity. Min-
ing of these dependency relationships between fragments reveals the existence of
Activity-Class Characteristic Substructures (ACCS). In Section 4.3 the informa-
tion content of ACCS is evaluated in virtual screening trials on structurally diverse
datasets. Finally, the results of these search calculations are compared to other
commonly used fingerprint representations.

4.1 Mining of Randomly Generated Fragment Profiles

In order to explore the relationships between class-specific features of fragment
profiles and their ability to detect active compounds, the composition of fragment
profiles was analyzed in detail.

45
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4.1.1 Composition of Fragment Profiles

In the light of the findings reported in the previous chapter, the sSE range-
dependence of fragment distributions was further analyzed. For clarity, results
obtained for four representative activity classes (see Table 4.1) are reported here.
The results for the remaining 11 compound sets are provided in Appendix B and
confirm major findings. As a reference, the recovery rates for these four classes
in the virtual screening trials are reported in Figure 4.1. The average number
of fragments for each sSE range is given in Table 4.2. The specificity of frag-
ment profiles for activity classes was analyzed by calculating the percentage of

code biological activity N Nbaits avg Tc dev

ACE ACE inhibitors 17 6 0.72 0.12
CHO cholesterol esterase inhibitors 30 10 0.48 0.18
GLY glycoprotein IIb-IIIa receptor-antagonists 34 11 0.59 0.12
LAC lactamase (β) inhibitors 29 10 0.46 0.18

Tab. 4.1: Compound activity classes. Subset of the activity classes used in virtual screening
trials (see Table 3.5 on page 35). N gives the total number of compounds per class and Nbaits

the number of randomly selected bait compounds. To get insights to the diversity of each
class, the average Tc (avg Tc) and its standard deviation (dev) is calculated.

sSE range avg no. frgmts % freq set avg no. frgmts % freq set
ACE CHO

[0.95–1.0] 71.5 61.2 7.5 97.0
[0.90–1.0] 114.2 48.7 20.3 91.2
[0.85–1.0] 154.6 41.7 38.1 78.6
[0.80–1.0] 181.2 37.0 65.9 67.1
[0.75–1.0] 218.7 32.6 94.9 55.8

GLY LDL
[0.95–1.0] 16.2 99.4 5.7 98.5
[0.90–1.0] 28.3 94.2 13.1 92.9
[0.85–1.0] 42.8 86.3 27.9 85.6
[0.80–1.0] 62.0 73.8 45.1 77.0
[0.75–1.0] 86.9 61.1 74.3 66.9

Tab. 4.2: Size and Composition of Fragment Sets. For each activity class, the average
number of fragments (avg no. frgmts) for specified sSE ranges is reported as well as the
percentage of those fragments also contained in the set of most frequently occurring fragments
(% freq set). This set consists of all fragments that are also produced by at least 10 000 ZINC
database compounds.
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Fig. 4.1: Results of virtual screening trials. The figure reports average recovery rates for
different sSE ranges and the top-scoring 1 000 compounds.

fragments that frequently occurred in the database, i.e. in at least 10 000 ZINC
compounds (∼10% of the database). Such fragments provide a nonspecific frag-
mentation background during search calculations.

Table 4.2 shows that the number of fragments consistently increased when the
sSE range was expanded, as one would expect. However, the number of fragments
for each sSE range significantly differed between classes. For example, in the sSE
range [0.95–1.0], 72 fragments were found for ACE, whereas for LDL only six were
found. Furthermore, as illustrated in Figure 4.2, generated fragments also varied
in size.

Variations in fragment number and their average size were largely due to
relative differences in intra-class structural diversity. There was a correlation
between the average Tc value of an activity class and the number and size of their
fragments: compounds in structurally homogeneous classes had the tendency to
produce more and larger common fragments than increasingly diverse classes.
Importantly, Table 4.2 shows that each activity class had a significant number
of fragments that did not occur in the fragmentation background. In general,
increasing the number of activity-class unique fragments resulted in a higher
number of detected known active compounds. This was observed in 13 of 15
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Fig. 4.2: Representative fragment populations. For GLY (top) and ACE (bottom) frag-
ments having a sSE value within the range [0.95–1.0] are illustrated. The molecules on the
left are representatives for their activity classes.

cases. However, the performance of the fragment profiles during virtual screen-
ing trials could not be rationalized only by the number of activity-class unique
fragments. For example, the compound set GLY showed best recovery rates for
sSE range [0.95–1.0], where only 0.6% of the fragments are unique to the activity
class. Similarly, for class CHO (and others), the preferred sSE range was narrower
than [0.75–1.0]. Therefore, no clear correlation could be determined between the
increase of activity-class unique fragments and the increase in recovery.

These findings suggested that a limited number of signature fragments might
have the same information content as a larger set of perhaps more redundant
fragments. Therefore, it was attempted to generate a hierarchical organization
of fragments according to their ability to characterize individual compound sets.
The study of such fragment hierarchies was thought to reveal why small sets of
class-unique fragments had predictive utility comparable to larger fragment sets.

4.2 Detection of Fragment Dependency Hierarchies

To explore the relationships between substructures in a fragment population at
the molecular level of detail a novel method is introduced. It is designed to deter-
mine systematically whether there are dependencies of fragment co-occurrences.
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Therefore, it is attempted to identify and quantify fragment dependencies and
organize fragment populations according to their dependence relationships. The
conceptual framework developed here is annotated according to an illustrative
example.

4.2.1 Methodology for Mining Dependency Relationships

Let MS = {Molecule1,Molecule2, . . . ,MoleculeN} be an ordered set of N arbitrar-
ily assembled molecules and FragPop(MS) the merged fragment set derived from
single fragment populations. Each fragment frag is associated with a frequency
vector fv, where the i -th item is defined as

fv(frag)(i) = freq(frag, i)

i.e. the frequency of the fragment in the population of the i -th molecule from MS.
The generation of frequency vectors is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The vectors are
used to project fragments into an N -dimensional reference system constituted by
MS. Each axis of this coordinate system represents the frequency of occurrence of
a fragment in a specific molecule during the fragmentation process. In Figure 4.4
the coordinate system for the molecules in Figure 4.3 is shown.

Fig. 4.3: Generation of fragment profiles. An ordered set of molecules is subjected to
random fragmentation. After generation of individual fragment populations the frequency
of occurrence is determined for each fragment. When individual fragment populations are
combined, frequency vectors are generated that record the relative frequency of occurrence
in all molecules. Molecule 1 and 2 are cholesterol esterase inhibitors, while molecule 3 is a
dopamine D1 antagonist.
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This conceptual framework makes it possible to define dependency relationships
between pairs of fragments. In principle, the occurrence of a fragment fragdep

within an activity class can only depend on another fragment fragcond, if fragdep is
generated in the subset of molecules, from which fragcond is derived. Furthermore,
the frequency of fragdep is not allowed to exceed the frequency of fragcond for all
molecules. These conditions can be formulated as follows:

∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N : fv(fragdep)(i) ≤ fv(fragcond)(i) (4.1)

where ∀ is a mathematical quantifier that means “for all”. In the case that
two fragments have been produced for all molecules with equal frequencies, no
dependency relationship can be established. Thus, a dependent fragment fragdep

has to be produced by at least one molecule with a lower frequency than fragcond:

∃ 1 ≤ i ≤ N : fv(fragdep)(i) < fv(fragcond)(i) (4.2)

Here, the quantifier ∃ means “there exists”.
In order to quantify the degree of dependency between fragments, a new func-

tion dep is introduced:

dep(fragdep, fragcond) = δ

N∑
i=1

fv(fragdep)(i)/fv(fragcond)(i) (4.3)

where the delta operator is defined as:

δ =


1 if ∀ 1 ≤ i ≤ N : fv(fragdep)(i) ≤ fv(fragcond)(i)

and ∃ 1 ≤ i ≤ N : fv(fragdep)(i) < fv(fragcond)(i),
0 else

and combines the dependency condition stated in 4.1 and 4.2. If one of both
conditions is violated, the delta operator (and thus the function) returns the value
zero. Non-zero dependency values indicate a conditional probability relationship
between two fragments. For a conditional fragment, the fragment with the largest
dependency value is most closely related to and dependent on it. Table 4.3 reports
the calculated dependency values for the example fragments shown in Figure
4.3. For all fragments, it is possible to determine a set of conditional fragments
CF(frag) yielding the largest dependency value for dependent fragments. This
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Fig. 4.4: Mapping of fragments to a molecular coordinate systems. For the molecule
set in Figure 4.3, a reference system is established where fragments (encoded as SMILES)
are positioned based on their frequency vectors. Dots indicate fragment positions, arrows
represent maximum dependency relationships between fragments.

set is defined as:

CF(fragi) =

{fragk ∈ FragPop|¬∃fragj : dep(fragi, fragj) > dep(fragi, fragk)}

where ¬∃ means ”there exists no”. For individual fragments, this set can be
empty. Such fragments are fundamental in the profile because their occurrence
does not depend on any other fragments.

In Figure 4.4 so derived maximal fragment dependency relationships are shown.
For fragment populations derived from any set of molecules, a corresponding graph
structure can be built after calculating dependency values. In order to determine
essential fragment pathways leading to individual molecules, fragment populations
were complemented with SMILES representations of all source molecules. These

dependent
fragments

conditional fragments

c1ccccc1 O=C(O)N Oc1ccccc1 Nc1ccccc1

c1ccccc1 - 0 0 0
O=C(O)N 0.30 - 0.35 0
Oc1ccccc1 1.75 0 - 0
Nc1ccccc1 0.39 0 0 -

Tab. 4.3: Quantification of fragment dependency. For the fragments shown in Figure
4.3, dependency values are calculated for all possible fragment pair combinations. Maximum
values for dependent fragments are written in bold.
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“meta”-fragments are assigned a frequency vector where the dimension represent-
ing each individual molecule is set to one, whereas all other values are set to zero
(e.g. the second molecule of the three-member compound set has the frequency
vector (0, 1, 0)). This procedure guarantees that intact molecules are always po-
sitioned at the termini of a fragment hierarchy. Furthermore, it simplifies the tree
representation because pathways that do not terminate at individual molecules
can be eliminated, as such fragment paths cannot have signature character.

Interpretation of Fragment Dependency

A prototypic tree representation of the relationships in Figure 4.4 is depicted in
Figure 4.5. On the basis of this graph, the meaning of fragment dependency re-
lationships can be rationalized. The three molecules shown in Figure 4.3 produce
a pathway leading from benzene (SMILES string c1ccccc1) to the phenol ring
(Oc1ccccc1) and the carbamic acid (O=C(O)N) in the left branch of the graph,
whereas the right branch leads to aniline (Nc1ccccc1).

The frequency vector shows that benzene was produced by all three molecules.
However, only a subset of these molecules produced the phenol ring and carbamic
acid. The dependency relationship means that whenever the phenol ring was
generated, the fragment profile also contained benzene. Furthermore, whenever
carbamic acid was produced, the fragment profile also contained the phenol ring.
This means that the occurrence of the phenol ring in the fragment profile is
dependent on the presence of benzene that was generated more frequently within
this subset of molecules. Similarly, the occurrence of carbamic acid is dependent
on the presence of the phenol ring. By contrast, aniline was produced for a
different molecule subset than the phenol ring or carbamic acid. Therefore, no
dependency exists between these substructures.

Importantly, pathways like the left branch in Figure 4.5 can only exist for
subsets of test molecules, as indicated by the corresponding frequency vectors
of the fragments. Therefore, the simultaneous presence of the three fragments
discussed above becomes a signature for two of the three test molecules shown in
Figure 4.3. Additionally, in this example we can assign a biological activity to
the phenol ring and the carbamic acid because these fragments were only found
in cholesterol esterase inhibitors. Such fragments that are generated only by
molecules of a certain compound class are termed Activity Class Characteristic
Substructures (ACCS). In the following, ACCS are defined as fragments that
occur in at least two molecules belonging to the same activity class but none of
the as background declared database compounds.
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Fig. 4.5: Dependency graph. Shown is a graph representation capturing the fragment
dependencies in Figure 4.4, as described in the text.

It should be mentioned that fragment dependencies are not necessarily substruc-
ture relationships. For example, there is a frequency-based dependency relation-
ship between benzene and the carbamic acid in Figure 4.5, but no structural
relationship because the smaller fragment is not a substructure of benzene. Thus,
the fragment relationships analyzed herein go beyond the assessment of structural
resemblance and capture the conditional probability of fragment occurrence.

4.2.2 Analysis of Fragment Dependency Hierarchies

In order to mine random fragment populations and establish fragment depen-
dencies, test sets consisting of different known active and background database
compounds were assembled and subjected to MolBlaster fragmentation. For these
combined sets, a fragment profile was generated and dependency values were sys-
tematically calculated using the dep function. On the basis of these dependency
values, fragment populations were organized in graphs, that were further anno-
tated with activity information.

Dataset

The exemplary test set consisted of 15 compounds, two times five belonging to
two different activity classes of the MDDR and five randomly taken from ZINC.
The active compounds were neurokinin NK2 receptor antagonists (NK2) and
thromboxane antagonists (THR). The structures of the complete test set are
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shown in Figure 4.6. For illustrative purposes the size of this molecule set was
limited because graphs for representing fragment dependencies quickly become
very large and complex, which hinders intuitive visual analysis. Calculations on
larger molecule sets and more than three classes per set were also carried out.
Comparison revealed that the basic findings reported here did not depend on the
size of the test sets, but rather on their intrinsic structural diversity.

For comparison of active compounds, Tanimoto similarity was calculated
using the MACCS fingerprint. Potential activities of the ZINC compounds are
unknown, and they were thus considered decoys in the analysis. All test molecules
were fragmented over 3 000 MolBlaster iterations, and tree graphs were drawn
with Graphviz.

Random fragment profiles and dependency graphs can be calculated for arbitrary
sets of molecules, but the presence of known active compounds makes it possible
to annotate the fragment pathways with activity data. In order to further simplify
the evaluation of dependency graphs, the fragments have been classified into three
distinct classes on the basis of their frequency vectors. Two classes contain all
fragments uniquely associated with the respective activity class, and a third class
contains all remaining fragments. Edges in the dependency graphs are color-
coded to reflect this classification scheme and permit the inspection of fragment
pathways of subsets of molecules having similar activity.

General Trends of Fragment Hierarchies

The graph representing all fragment dependencies for the fragment profile of
the NK2-THR-ZINC set is shown in Figure 4.7. Root fragments at the top of
the dependency graph, where pathways begin, are usually small and often single
atoms like “C” (as in this case), “N”, or “O”. Such small fragments are common
to most fragment populations but have differences in frequency. At the bottom
of the graph, pathways end at individual molecules. Fragment pathways split at
many tree levels and become increasingly specific for subsets of test molecules.
As pathways proceed toward target molecules, fragments have the tendency to
become larger in size and thus less generic and more specific.

Through color-coding it becomes evident that specific fractions of all fragment
pathways are characteristic for subsets of molecules having similar activity. The
NK2-THR-ZINC graph contains a total of 888 fragments. Only seven of the
888 fragments are produced by all 15 test molecules, and 182 fragments occur
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Fig. 4.6: Molecular test set. Structures of neurokinin NK2 receptors antagonists (NK2),
thromboxane antagonists (THR) and ZINC molecules are shown, for which random fragment
populations and a profile were generated. Database identifiers are provided.

in all three molecule subsets, but not in all of their compounds. By contrast,
169 fragments (19.0%) are uniquely associated with activity class NK2 and 125
(14.1%) with class THR. Thus, about a third of all randomly generated fragments
in this test set are activity class-unique. The observation that random MolBlaster
profiles contain compound class-specific fragments is consistent with the findings
reported in Section 4.1.1.
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Fig. 4.7: Dependency graph of a fragment profile. The graph for the NK2-THR-ZINC
fragment profile is shown. NK2 and THR-specific fragment pathways are colored red and
blue, respectively. All other pathways are colored green.

Class-Specific Subgraphs

Fragment pathways that are unique to NK2 and THR are shown in Figures 4.8
and 4.9, respectively. These subgraphs reveal how different dependency pathways
converge on molecules belonging to an activity class. A noteworthy feature of
these subgraphs is that their topology significantly differs. The NK2-specific
fragment pathways show many more hub fragments that are conditional for the
occurrence of many other fragments and therefore participate in various paths.
This subgraph is compact and densely populated. By contrast, the THR subgraph
in Figure 4.9 is sparsely populated and does not contain many hub fragments
that are shared among active molecules. Consequently, the topology of ACCS
subgraphs reflects intra-class structural homogeneity and molecular size. The
average MACCS Tc value for pairwise comparison of the NK2 molecules is 0.55,
and the corresponding average value for THR molecules is 0.43. NK2 molecules
consist of on average 42.0 non-hydrogen atoms, respectively 29.6 for THR com-
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Fig. 4.8: NK2-specific fragment pathways. The NK2-specific subgraph is shown according
to Figure 4.7. Terminal nodes at the bottom represent individual molecules.

Fig. 4.9: THR-specific fragment pathways. The THR-specific subgraph is shown according
to Figure 4.7. Terminal nodes at the bottom represent individual molecules. The NK2- and
THR-specific subgraphs have distinct differences in topology, as discussed in the text.

pounds. Therefore, structurally more similar and larger molecules such as NK2
produce more shared signature fragments and more densely connected subgraphs
than structurally more diverse and smaller compounds such as THR (see also
Figure 4.6).

For each activity class the class-specific subgraphs enable the classification of
fragments according to their tree level. All ACCS that represent starting points
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of fragment pathways (and therefore do not depend on the occurrence of other
ACCS) are designated level 0 ACCS. Fragments that depend on level 0 ACCS
are called level 1 ACCS, and so on.

Compound-Specific Pathways

A key feature of fragment hierarchies is that the subset of fragments unique to an
activity class is organized in pathways that are specific for individual molecules.
Table 4.4 summarizes a pathway that is specific for a NK2 molecule and reveals
major characteristics. The pathway starts at the root level and extends over 10
fragments that co-occur in different compound classes or are class-unique. The
frequency vectors shows that about half of these fragments are very narrowly
distributed, and the bottom three fragments are NK2-unique. Clearly, the pres-
ence of class-unique fragments in fragment profiles helps to rationalize why these
profiles could be successfully used for the identification of active compounds. This
requires that class-unique fragments found in individual fragment populations are
also selected for the class profile, which is accomplished by the sSE metric that
selects fragments generated for all active compounds with comparable frequency.
Given the PSE scoring method, a drawback of this approach has been that only
the information content for one activity class is considered. In Table 4.4 the
NK2-specific sSE values are also reported, that is the information content of frag-
ments calculated only for the NK2 compound subset. The first four fragments
in Table 4.4 all belong to the [0.95–1.0] sSE range for NK2, but are obviously
not characteristic for this activity class. When PSE scoring is applied, widely
distributed fragments like the ones mentioned above might favor the selection of
false-positives, which was observed in Section 4.1. Dependency graphs enable the
omission of generic fragments from class profiles, which is expected to further
increase the accuracy of database search calculations.

The observations discussed above demonstrate that random molecular fragment
populations contain structural elements and hierarchies that have the character
of molecular signatures. Two levels of signatures can be distinguished. First,
combinations of unique fragments represent a compound class signature. Second,
specific fragment pathways represent signatures of individual molecules within a
class. Since multiple pathways exist for each molecule, they can also be combined
to produce signature patterns.
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fragment frequency vector sSENK2

C (21 265, 26 335, 22 592, 21 147, 28 088,
16 443, 15 883, 16 876, 15 845, 13 144,
14 829, 15 427, 18 451, 18 408, 16 585)

0.996

CC (3 602, 3 825, 3 108, 3 636, 3 573, 2 918,
2 627, 3 248, 2 667, 2 869, 1 817, 2 565,
2 716, 2 249, 3 103)

0.999

C=C (1 396, 878, 936, 1 834, 1 724, 1 314,
865, 1 405, 790, 582, 666, 984, 1 282,
1 312, 992)

0.973

CCC (336, 584, 351, 343, 433, 349, 479, 460,
551, 587, 240, 226, 334, 71, 118)

0.985

C/C=C/C (34, 44, 23, 85, 55, 39, 72, 66, 50, 64,
64, 26, 65, 25, 22)

0.942

C=C(C)CC (9, 5, 22, 10, 23, 22, 1, 23, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0,
0, 6)

0.911

NCCCC=C (4, 2, 7, 5, 4, 0, 0, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 5) 0.956
N(C)CCCC=C (4, 1, 3, 1, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 0.906
NCCNCCC (0, 0, 3, 1, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 0.605
O=C[C@@H](NC)CC (0, 0, 0, 1, 4, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 0.311

Tab. 4.4: NK2 fragment pathway. Reported is a summary of a selected fragment pathway
for molecule NK2 5 and NK2 9. SMILES strings of participating fragments are annotated with
their corresponding frequency vectors. The first five frequency vector coordinates represent
molecules from activity class NK2, the next five coordinates represent molecules from activity
class THR, and the last five coordinates represent ZINC compounds. For each fragment the
NK2-specific sSE value (sSENK2) is reported in order to correlate paths with different sSE
ranges.

4.3 Similarity Searching using Activity Class Charac-

teristic Substructures

In this section the utility of selected signature fragments as 2D descriptors for
diverse activity classes is explored. Special attention is paid to the dependency
relationships between fragments. It remained to be determined to what extent
structural information is encoded in the hierarchical organization of activity-class
characteristic fragment profiles. Therefore, fragments from different levels of the
tree-like dependency graphs were analyzed for their class-specificity in virtual
screening trials. The analysis was complemented by a comparison to database
search results calculated with standard reference methods.
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4.3.1 Methodology for Similarity Searching

For the database search trials five high-throughput screening data sets available in
PubChem were analyzed. These data sets included three screens for cathepsin B,
L, and S cysteine protease inhibitors, a screen for JNK3 tyrosine kinase inhibitors,
and another one for protein kinase A inhibitors. A summary is provided in Ta-
ble 4.5. The experimental screening data sets were chosen because they consist
not only of confirmed active but also confirmed inactive compounds and contain
structurally diverse hits. Such hits provide challenging test cases for the analysis
of structure-activity relationships. The structural diversity of active compounds
in all five screening sets is reflected by low average pairwise Tanimoto similarity
reported in Table 4.5 and can be further appreciated in Appendix C that shows
representative examples of active compounds.

Generation of Activity-Class Characteristic Substructures

Considering the total number of hits available in each screening set, ten sub-
sets of 11–16 active molecules were randomly taken from each set as reference
molecules (see Table 4.5). Each reference set was fragmented together with 500
randomly selected ZINC compounds using 3 000 MolBlaster iterations with ran-
domized numbers of deletions per step. For each reference set, the resulting frag-
ment populations were used to determine cumulative numbers of ACCS for the
top three levels (0, 1, 2) of their fragment trees. In Table 4.6, the average num-
bers of ACCS for all reference sets are reported. Independent of their biological

Code Inhibitors Nactives Activity range avg Tc Nref Ninactives

CAB Cathepsin B 36 46 nm–44 µm 0.45 12 63 287
CAL Cathepsin L 49 3 nm–36 µm 0.43 16 57 764
CAS Cathepsin S 34 4 nm–33 µm 0.54 12 61 723
JNK JNK3 33 1 nm–15 µm 0.37 11 8 420
PKA PKA 94 682 nm–357 µm 0.45 16 64 797

Tab. 4.5: Screening data sets. A summary of the screening data is provided. Nactives is the
number of hits per data set and IC50 values reports the activity range of these hits. Ninactives

gives the number of inactive screening set compounds and Nref the number of active reference
molecules used in similarity search calculations. The average Tanimoto coefficient (avg Tc)
for pairwise comparison of hits is calculated using MACCS keys and reflects the structural
heterogeneity of active compounds. All screening sets are publicly available in PubChem-
Bioassays under the following AIDs: 453 (CAB); 460 (CAL); 501 (CAS); 530 (JNK); 524
(PKA).
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Fig. 4.10: Representative ACCS. An exemplary ACCS subset for the activity class CAB
is shown. These substructures occur in fragment populations of a CAB reference set that
includes the three compounds shown on the left. ACCS are classified according to their levels
in fragment trees.

activity, active reference molecules from each screening set consistently produced
ACCS. At tree level 0, the average number of characteristic substructures ranged
from 9.7 (CAB) to 36.5 (PKA). With the exception of PKA, cumulative numbers
of ACCS at tree level 2 were always smaller than 100. Figure 4.10 shows represen-
tative ACCS examples for CAB. As can be seen, these substructures are diverse
and relatively small. Depending on the tree level, larger substructures can also
be found.

Database Search Strategy

To investigate whether these substructures could be directly used to detect
structure-activity relationships, ACCS for each reference set and tree level were
encoded as binary keyed fingerprints, where each bit position detects the presence
or absence of a class characteristic substructure. These small compound class-
directed ACCS fingerprints (ACCS-FPs) were then used to search each screening
data set for the remaining active molecules (that is, the total number of hits mi-
nus reference compounds). In these calculations, a nearest neighbor strategy was
applied as a similarity search technique for multiple reference compounds [64].
Nearest neighbor methods separately calculate the similarity of a database com-
pound to each individual reference molecule. Then either the largest similarity
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value is used, which is called the 1-NN strategy, or the similarity scores of k near-
est neighbors are averaged (k-NN). The selection of the 3-NN search strategy was
motivated by the characteristics of ACCS. According to their definition, ACCS
encode structural information for at least two active molecules. Furthermore,
ACCS pathways become increasingly specific for a subset of active compounds.
Taken together, 3-NN calculations on the basis of Tanimoto similarity was appro-
priate to analyze the predictive ability of ACCS-FPs for a compound set, rather
than individual molecules.

4.3.2 Analysis of Similarity Search Results

Table 4.6 reports average hit rates for ACCS-FPs for the first three tree levels
and the different screening data sets. ACCS-FPs consistently retrieved active
molecules and displayed a strong tendency to enrich hits in small selection sets

Activity class Tree level ACCS HR5 HR50 HR100

CAB
0 9.7 0.58 0.08 0.04
≤1 33.9 0.69 0.10 0.05
≤2 49.14 0.69 0.09 0.05

CAL
0 25.7 0.24 0.06 0.03
≤1 69.3 0.22 0.06 0.04
≤2 93.9 0.26 0.07 0.04

CAS
0 21.2 0.84 0.19 0.11
≤1 50.1 0.80 0.19 0.11
≤2 82.5 0.78 0.19 0.10

JNK
0 25.6 0.38 0.09 0.05
≤1 47.9 0.36 0.09 0.05
≤2 59.6 0.31 0.08 0.05

PKA
0 36.5 0.52 0.11 0.08
≤1 99.4 0.40 0.10 0.10
≤2 156.5 0.34 0.11 0.11

Tab. 4.6: ACCS and average hit rates of ACCS-FPs. For each screening data set,
average numbers of ACCS in reference sets are reported at different tree levels. Also reported
are average hit rates (HR) for similarity searching using ACCS fingerprints. For each of ten
reference sets, independent search calculations were carried out. Hit rates were calculated for
the top-ranked five, 50, and 100 screening set molecules on the basis of Tanimoto similarity.
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Fig. 4.11: Hit rate map for activity class CAB. Average hit rates are reported for sub-
structure combinations at different tree levels. Hit rates are color-coded using a continuous
spectrum from black (hit rate 1.0, that is 100%) to white (hit rate 0.0).

of 5 compounds. Moreover, the majority of selection sets of 50 compounds con-
tained about 10%–20% active molecules. A graphical representation of search
performance is provided in Figure 4.11, which shows hit rate maps for CAB as
an example. These graphs monitor hit rates over all tree levels and reveal that
ACCS-FPs containing fragments of the first few tree levels already displayed top
search performance. Even the smallest ACCS-FPs consisting only of substruc-
tures identified at tree level 0 produced hit rates comparable to those of larger
versions of ACCS-FPs. Their search performance was not dominated by large
fragments. At tree level 0, removal of fragments larger than 50% of the average
size (number of atoms) of reference molecules typically reduced ACCS sets by less
than 10% and did not notably change search performance. This indicates that
fragments are usually small and emphasized the importance of ACCS combina-
tions for the prediction of structure-activity relationships, rather than individual
fragments. ACCS at tree level 0 represent starting points of class-specific frag-
ment pathways and thus occur independently of each other. The observation that
the addition of dependent fragments at tree levels 1 and 2 did not significantly
increase search performance, indicated that combinations of ACCS at origins of
fragment pathways captured much class-specific information.

Moreover, the addition of dependent fragments at increasing tree levels can
produce substructure combinations that are not represented by individual refer-
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ence molecules. The use of such combinations is likely to increase the probability of
detecting other database compounds. For example, Figure 3 shows that hit rates
for CAB decreased when substructures up to tree level 10 were added. There-
fore, it is not required to consider all ACCS produced by a reference set. On the
contrary, combinations of small subsets of ACCS from different class-specific path-
ways were found to encode sufficient information and could be used to represent
larger sets of redundant fragments.

Scaffold Hopping Potential

To analyze the quality of the similarity search results the number of unique scaf-
folds in correctly identified active hits were determined. The results are reported
in Table 4.7 and reveal that ACCS-FP calculation displayed a clear tendency to
detect diverse scaffolds. A noteworthy observation is that for small selection set
sizes, ACCS of level zero detected at least as many unique scaffolds as higher

Activity class Tree level Top 5 Top 50 Top 100

CAB
0 1.5 (2.9) 1.9 (4.1) 2.2 (4.4)
≤1 1.4 (3.4) 2.2 (5.0) 2.4 (5.2)
≤2 1.4 (3.4) 1.9 (4.3) 2.1 (4.7)

CAL
0 1.0 (1.2) 2.4 (3.0) 2.4 (3.0)
≤1 0.9 (1.1) 2.5 (3.1) 3.1 (3.8)
≤2 1.0 (1.3) 2.8 (3.4) 3.3 (4.2)

CAS
0 2.3 (4.2) 7.4 (9.7) 8.3 (10.6)
≤1 2.1 (4.0) 7.2 (9.5) 8.3(10.6)
≤2 2.2 (3.9) 7.3 (9.5) 8.0 (10.4)

JNK
0 1.1 (1.9) 2.7 (4.5) 3.3 (5.4)
≤1 0.9 (1.8) 2.9 (4.5) 3.0 (4.7)
≤2 1.0 (1.6) 2.0 (4.0) 3.0 (4.7)

PKA
0 2.1 (5.0) 4.4 (19.9) 6.7 (19.9)
≤1 1.5 (2.6) 4.2 (5.5) 7.5 (8.3)
≤2 1.2 (1.7) 4.4 (5.7) 8.0 (10.6)

Tab. 4.7: Distinct scaffolds. For all similarity search trials according to Table 4.6 the
average number of distinct scaffolds representing the hits is reported. For each selection set,
the average number of correctly identified hits is given in parentheses.
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level ACCS-FPs, and often more. This observation further emphasizes that frag-
ments from low dependency levels encode much class-specific information, while
the addition of fragments from higher levels increases the focus of the ACCS-FP
on a subset of active compounds. Taken together, the results demonstrate that
class-specific combinations of defined random fragments encoded in ACCS-FPs
have the potential to recognize structurally diverse compounds.

Reference Calculations

For all reference sets 3-NN calculations were carried out on the basis of Tanimoto
similarity with MACCS keys (166 bits), the TGD fingerprint (420 bits), TGT
(1 704 bits) and Molprint 2D. TGD is an atom pair type fingerprint recording
pairs of seven different atom types over a maximum path length of 15 bonds.
TGT is a three-point pharmacophore-type 2D fingerprint that captures triangles
of four atomic features using graph distances divided into six distance ranges.
Molprint 2D generates layered atom environments and varying numbers of strings
per molecule.

Table 4.8 reports the results of corresponding similarity search calculations
using these four different fingerprints. As already observed in Chapter 3, dif-
ferences in hit rates between the diverse fingerprint representations were subtle.
ACCS-FPs derived from level 0 performed best for two of the five screening sets,
and for the other three sets fingerprint search performance maximally differed by
approximately 20%. For small selection sets, ACCS-FPs produced consistently
higher hit rates than the MACCS keys and the TGD fingerprint. TGT achieved
a few percent higher hit rates in three cases, but failed to detect active pro-
tein kinase inhibitors (PKA). In comparison with Molprint 2D, the ACCS-FPs
performed better in three of five cases, although differences were marginal. For
larger selection set sizes, the performance of all five fingerprint representations
were comparable.

The results in Table 4.6 and Table 4.8 show that ACCS-FP search performance
compared favorably to other 2D fingerprints. At tree level 0, ACCS-FPs contain
on average about 24 substructures and are thus even smaller in size than so-
called mini-fingerprints (MFPs), which were introduced several years ago as hybrid
fingerprints consisting of selected MACCS keys and property descriptors [62].
MFPs have a minimum number of about 60 bit positions and have thus far been
the smallest 2D fingerprints.
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Activity class Fingerprint HR5 HR50 HR100

CAB

MACCS 0.52 0.11 0.05
TGD 0.52 0.09 0.05
TGT 0.66 0.08 0.04

Molprint 2D 0.76 0.13 0.07
ACCS 0 0.58 0.08 0.04

CAL

MACCS 0.08 0.02 0.01
TGD 0.18 0.06 0.04
TGT 0.30 0.06 0.03

Molprint 2D 0.30 0.09 0.05
ACCS 0 0.24 0.06 0.03

CAS

MACCS 0.54 0.19 0.10
TGD 0.34 0.07 0.05
TGT 0.38 0.08 0.04

Molprint 2D 0.74 0.20 0.11
ACCS 0 0.84 0.19 0.11

JNK

MACCS 0.50 0.11 0.07
TGD 0.36 0.05 0.04
TGT 0.56 0.08 0.04

Molprint 2D 0.34 0.16 0.10
ACCS 0 0.38 0.09 0.05

PKA

MACCS 0.12 0.05 0.04
TGD 0.28 0.08 0.05
TGT 0.10 0.04 0.02

Molprint 2D 0.48 0.25 0.18
ACCS 0 0.52 0.11 0.08

Tab. 4.8: Average hit rates for reference calculations. Reported are average hit rates for
reference calculations using MACCS keys, TGD, TGT, and Molprint 2D fingerprints, presented
according to Table 4.6. For comparison average hit rates achieved with ACCS-FPs extracted
from tree level 0 are also shown.

4.4 Conclusion

In this chapter it is shown that randomly generated fragments can be organized
according to their dependency of occurrence in individual fragment populations
of a defined compound set. The dependency relationships between fragments
form a hierarchical, tree-like structure of fragment profiles where fragments are
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organized in pathways that are specific for individual molecules. A key feature
of the approach introduced herein is that for a set of active compounds spe-
cific signature fragments can be extracted that are not present in the fragment
background of the screening database. These fragments are called Activity Class
Characteristic Substructures (ACCS). Furthermore, from compound class-specific
fragment pathways, specific combinations of substructures can be derived. The
smallest possible ACCS set was collected from level 0 in the corresponding frag-
ment tree, which represents the most generic fragmentation level. It was found
that fragments at higher levels become larger in size and increasingly compound-
specific. ACCS-FPs are introduced as prototypic fingerprint representations of
ACCS combinations. In virtual screening trials, combinations of only ∼20 ACCS
successfully detect different structure-activity relationships. In addition to their
small size, characteristic features of ACCS-FPs include that they are compound
class-directed and highly variable in composition. Thus, it can be concluded that
random fragment populations are a valuable source for the identification of sub-
structure combinations that are signatures of different compound classes. Such
substructure combinations provide a basis for the development of class-specific 2D
similarity search tools.





Chapter 5

Distribution and Origin of

ACCS in Compound Sets

In order to better understand the high performance of small ACCS-FPs in simi-
larity searching, a systematic analysis of the ACCS distribution in activity classes
and large background databases is carried out. Additional, the structural origin
of ACCS within parent compounds is analyzed in order to identify molecular
substructures that account for the generation of signature fragments.

Analysis of the distribution of ACCS within active and database compounds is
reported in Section 5.1. In addition to the occurrence of individual ACCS, their
combination were analyzed. In Section 5.2 a systematic mapping of ACCS to
their source molecules is performed to identify molecular substructures produced
by ACCS overlap, so-called cores. After the introduction of the fragment map-
ping methodology in Subsection 5.2.1, these cores are characterized as origin of
ACCS in Subsection 5.2.2. Finally, in Subsection 5.2.3 the structural meaning of
fragment hierarchies is explored.

5.1 Distribution of ACCS in Diverse Compound Sets

In order to elucidate potential reasons for the high predictive potential of ACCS,
their distribution in active and database compounds and their information content
were further explored. Specifically, the analysis aimed at understanding why
limited numbers of small random fragments were capable to account for diverse
structure-activity relationships.

69
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5.1.1 Methodology

The compound sets used in this study were specifically designed to be of increas-
ing intra-class structural diversity [65]. Table 5.1 summarizes these compound
sets. Each set was fragmented with 3 000 MolBlaster iterations together with a
background set of 500 compounds that were arbitrarily taken from ZINC. For
each activity class, only the ACCS set from level 0 was extracted from the cor-
responding fragment tree, since these fragments contained most basic compound
class information. The derived ACCS sets were searched as substructures against
the individual activity classes as well as the ZINC database consisting of ∼3.7
million molecules. The database molecules were assumed to be inactive, although
for some compounds this may not be the case, as discussed below.

5.1.2 Evaluation

Table 5.1 shows that the activity classes with 22 to 36 molecules generated 70
and 71 level 0 ACCS, respectively, regardless of intra-class diversity. However,
the size of the complete ACCS set varied significantly, as further explained below.
In Figure 5.1, the distribution of ACCS for known active and ZINC database
compounds is reported. The results revealed that ACCS were heterogeneously
distributed for both sets.

For active compounds 18–26% of the molecules only contained a small number
of ACCS, if any. The most diverse set (ARI) contained compounds matching no
ACCS (8.7%). These molecules are structural outliers of this class and do not
contribute any fragment to the ACCS set. Nevertheless, the number of outliers

Code Biological activity Nactives avg Tc dev NACCS

ARI aldose reductase 23 0.327 0.157 70
inhibitors

CAB cathepsin B inhibitors 36 0.450 0.161 71
ETA endothelin antagonists 22 0.396 0.140 70

Tab. 5.1: Compound activity classes. The molecule set CAB is available in PubChem-
Bioassays (AID: 453). The other sets were taken from Tovar et al. [65] and were originally
assembled from the MDDR. Nactives reports the number of compounds per set and NACCS the
number of level 0 ACCS generated from them. The average MACCS Tanimoto coefficient
value (avg Tc) for pairwise compound comparison and the corresponding standard deviation
(dev) reflect the degree of intra-class structural diversity. According to the classification by
Tovar et al., the compound set ARI shows high, ETA medium, and CAB low heterogeneity.
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Fig. 5.1: Distributions of ACCS in diverse compound sets. The percentage of com-
pounds matched by ACCS derived from ARI, ETA and CAB is reported. On the left side the
distribution of ACCS in active compounds is given and on the right in the ZINC database.
For comparison, the percentage of compounds matching no ACCS (dark gray columns), only
one ACCS (medium gray), two ACCS (light gray) or at least three ACCS (blue) is shown.

within these classes is small and one can detect a tendency of active compounds
to match large numbers of ACCS.

In Figure 5.1, the most striking observation is that for the major part of all
database compounds no single ACCS was found. Although ACCS were generated
against a background of only 500 ZINC compounds, more than three million
ZINC compounds did not contain any ACCS for the three different activity
classes. Moreover, the number of ZINC compounds containing multiple ACCS
diminished rapidly with increasing ACCS numbers. As an example, the detailed
distribution of ACCS for activity class ETA is shown in Table 5.2. The data for
the other sets are provided in Appendix D and display equivalent trends. The
level 0 ACCS set generated for ETA consisted of a total of 70 substructures, but
no individual ETA molecule was found to contain more than 19 ACCS. This can
be rationalized by the tree-like dependency hierarchy of fragments, when ACCS
from level 0 represent starting points for compound-specific pathways. If at all,
only a subset of ACCS leads to all active molecules and therefore complete ACCS
sets are rarely found in test compounds. Thus, each active compound is typically
characterized by a specific subset of ACCS.

The number of ACCS present in individual active molecules varied in part sig-
nificantly. For example, four ETA compounds contained one or two ACCS, and
13 compounds contained nine to 19 ACCS. Eleven ZINC compounds were found
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NACCS NAC NDB

0 0 3 243 075
1 1 265 072
2 3 82 407
3 1 15 876
4 2 46 730
5 0 8 823
6 1 6 169
7 0 7 886
8 1 4 427
9 4 1 334
10 1 895
11 0 732
12 0 365
13 0 437
14 1 70
15 0 31
16 0 30
17 1 33
18 4 24
19 2 16
20 0 8
21 0 3

Tab. 5.2: ACCS distribution for ETA. Reported are the number of active (NAC) and ZINC
database compounds (NDB) that contain a certain number of ACCS (NACCS). No compound
was found having more than 21 ETA-ACCS.

to contain 20 or 21 ETA-ACCS and thus more than any of the known actives.
These database compounds would represent prime candidates for the evaluation
of activity because they contain the most class-characteristic fragments. In Fig-
ure 5.2, the three compounds with 21 ETA ACCS are shown in combination with
a known active compound containing 19 ACCS. One of these ZINC compounds
indeed is labeled as endothelin antagonist, which underlines the predictive utility
of ACCS combinations.

To go a step further, the presence or absence of class-specific ACCS combinations
in database compounds was systematically assessed. For this purpose, ACCS com-
binations of each active compound were searched against the database and the
number of exact matches was recorded. The results of this analysis is reported in
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Fig. 5.2: Exemplary compounds with different numbers of ACCS keys. Shown at
the top is a known ETA compound that is matched by 19 ACCS. At the bottom, three
ZINC compounds are shown that contain 21 ACCS. The compound in the center is a known
endothelin antagonist available in ZINC.

Table 5.3. It is observed that only a minor fraction of 3.7 million ZINC molecules
(0.05%–0.75%) matched unique combinations of more than two ACCS found in
active compounds. Simply selecting molecules from the database that shared a
specific combination of at least seven ACCS with active compounds would have
recovered 12 of 23 ARI compounds together with 1 210 ZINC molecules, 14 of 22

ARI ETA CAB
NACCS NAC NDB NACCS NAC NDB NACCS NAC NDB

1 1 32 480 1 1 9 702 1 6 20 123
2 3 8 433 2 3 8 809 2 5 283 210
3 2 50 3 1 96 3 3 1 609
4 1 2 4 2 27 870 4 3 15
6 2 9 667 6 1 0 5 2 53
7 1 7 8 1 0 6 2 2
8 1 1 9 4 71 8 3 7
9 1 1 10 1 7 9 2 18
10 2 1 112 14 1 2 10 4 4
11 1 2 17 1 1 12 1 10
12 2 20 18 4 21 13 1 157
13 1 26 19 2 2 14 2 76
14 2 37 15 1 43
15 1 4 16 1 2

Tab. 5.3: Distributions of unique ACCS combinations. Reported are the number of active
(NAC) and ZINC database compounds (NDB) that contain unique combinations of increasing
numbers of ACCS (NACCS) for the activity classes ARI, ETA, and CAB.
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ETA compounds with only 104 ZINC molecules, and 15 of 36 CAB actives with
317 ZINC molecules. In contrast to ZINC, combinations of multiple ACCS were
fairly evenly distributed over the activity class. Thus, combinations of multiple
ACCS were highly specific for subsets of active compounds.

In summary, these findings rationalize the predictive utility of ACCS combina-
tions and the high performance of small ACCS fingerprints observed in similarity
searching. Many activity-class characteristic substructures are rarely found in da-
tabase compounds and, moreover, combinations of multiple ACCS become highly
discriminatory and a signature of active compounds.

5.2 Origin of ACCS in Active Compounds

In order to determine the origin of ACCS in active compounds and better un-
derstand their structural meaning, ACCS were systematically mapped on their
source molecules.

5.2.1 Molecular Mapping

A total of 1 025 compounds from 45 different activity classes of varying diversity
was systematically analyzed. For each test molecule, random fragment popu-
lations were generated using MolBlaster and the same fragmentation protocol
applied for the virtual screening trials in Chapter 4. For each activity class, a
set of 500 randomly selected ZINC compounds was used as a structural back-
ground to identify ACCS. Up to six different background sets were employed in
these calculations in order to study the influence of background molecules on the
composition of ACCS sets. The ACCS were mapped on active molecules by per-
forming a subgraph search for each fragment. Whenever a fragment matched an
atom of a test molecule, a counter for the matched atom was increased by one.
For each atom, division of its final counter state by the total number of matched
substructures gave its match rate. For each active molecule, alternative core re-
gions, corex, were defined as the set of all atoms of the molecule that have an
ACCS match rate greater than x% (with x referred to as the core level). Hence,
for each molecule maximal 10 cores (core90 to core0) could be detected. The
mapping procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3: Substructure mapping and core derivation. The procedure of iterative ACCS
mapping is illustrated for a hypothetical ACCS set consisting of three fragments. Each frag-
ment is mapped onto the 2D graph of the test molecule and the atom count for matched
atoms is updated after each step. Finally, the division of the counter by the total number
of matched substructures gives the atom match rate for each atom of the molecule. In this
example, three distinct cores can be distinguished (according to the color code): core90 (red),
core60 (red, orange), and core30 (red, orange, green ). Parts of the molecule that were not
matched are shown in purple.
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5.2.2 Observations for Molecular Mapping

After fragment mapping 93% of the active molecules formed a core and more
than 60% showed a core90. Furthermore, all molecules forming cores did so at the
core40 level at for latest. As an example, the core70 for serotonin (5-HT) recep-
tor ligands are depicted in Figure 5.4. The major part (79%) of all actives only
have a single core that exclusively grows through the addition of atoms that are
directly bonded to core atoms. Distinct cores within one molecule were only very
rarely seen. These observation led to the conclusion that cores shared by most
active compounds of a class (e.g., core90–core70) represent small regions of recur-
rent structural patterns. Furthermore, regions of fragment overlap were not scat-
tered over molecules, but formed coherent cores. Changing the ZINC background
sets that were co-fragmented with active compounds led to very little variation
of maximally 5% in ACCS-dependent core formation. Thus, the distribution of
characteristic substructures was not sensitive to the composition of randomly cho-
sen background database molecules. These observations provided strong evidence
for class-specific core formation in different sets of active compounds.

Fig. 5.4: Exemplary cores for 5-HT receptor ligands. The core70 of four clusters is circled
and surrounded by examples of molecules belonging to these clusters.
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Code NACCS NACCS L0 coreMS overlap (%) core40 overlap (%)

ARI 623 70 95.45 84.62
CAB 2 228 71 98.86 89.98
ETA 799 70 96.86 82.53

Tab. 5.4: Mapping of level 0 ACCS to cores substructures. For each molecule of the
activity classes in Table 5.1 the most stringent core (coreMS) and core40 are calculated. The
overlap of these cores by ACCS from level 0 is reported. For comparison, the total number of
ACCS (NACCS) and the number of level 0 ACCS (NACCS L0) is shown.

5.2.3 Structural Meaning of Fragment Hierarchies

In the light of these findings the structural meaning of fragment dependency
hierarchies was further analyzed. For the activity classes used in Section 5.1,
the corresponding ACCS and their hierarchical organization were calculated. The
complete ACCS sets were used to determine the individual cores for each molecule,
especially the most stringent core (termed coreMS) and the core40. Here, coreMS

reflects the most class-specific patterns that are shared by active compounds, while
core40 mirror the least common molecular substructures from which ACCS were
derived. Then level 0 ACCS were mapped to the compounds in order to investigate
their overlap with these cores. The results are reported in Table 5.4. It was found
that level 0 ACCS mapped the coreMS to at least 95%, indicating that these small
sets of fragments are a signature for the class-specific structural patterns. The
larger core40 can not be completely matched by level 0 ACCS. These unmatched
molecular substructures are the origin of ACCS from higher dependency levels and
therefore increasingly compound-specific. Hence, the hierarchical organization of
ACCS corresponds to a gradient of structural resemblance within an activity class.
Starting from level 0, ACCS describe patterns that are most generic for an activity
class. Additional fragments from higher dependency levels complement these
patterns and render them more compound-specific. This view is fully consistent
with the ability of level 0 ACCS to represent the corresponding complete ACCS
sets.

5.3 Summary and Conclusions

The first section reveals an uneven distribution of ACCS among active compounds
and (assumed inactive) database compounds. It was observed that active com-
pounds have a tendency to map many of these substructures. In contrast, ACCS
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can not be found for the majority of database compounds. Moreover, the num-
ber of database compounds sharing combinations of ACCS diminishes rapidly,
whereas the presence of multiple ACCS is fairly evenly distributed over active
compounds, thus making ACCS combinations highly discriminatory for an activ-
ity class.

In the second part it is found that fragment combinations that are statisti-
cal signatures of compound classes have a defined structural meaning: they form
well-defined common cores in active molecules. These cores are in general sta-
ble when increasingly compound-specific fragments are mapped to the molecules.
Core regions correlate with molecular substructures of high fragment overlap and
therefore represent structural patterns that are characteristic for a subset of ac-
tive compounds. These findings demonstrate that random fragment populations
encode specific structural information and rationalize the emergence of fragment
dependency relationships.



Chapter 6

Summary and Conclusions

In the introductory chapter three central question were formulated that guided
the studies presented in this thesis. A major goal was to analyze randomly
generated fragment populations, explore their intrinsic information content, and
evaluate their potential to represent molecular structure-activity relationships.
This thesis introduces several novel methods for the generation, evaluation, and
application of random fragment populations and many conclusions were drawn
from these studies. This final chapter summarizes substantial findings.

Question 1: Can randomly generated fragments be used for the

assessment of molecular similarity relationships?

To answer this question the MolBlaster fragmentation method was designed
and implemented. Molecular fragmentation is achieved by random deletion of
rows from connectivity tables of 2D graph representations, which corresponds to
breaking bonds in a molecule. Basic parameters of this method includes the num-
ber of bond deletions carried out during each fragmentation step and the number
of iterations. It was demonstrated that randomizing the number of bond deletion
produces fragment populations with high information content, irrespective to the
topological complexity of the underlying molecular graphs. Furthermore, it was
shown that 2 000 MolBlaster iterations are sufficient to produce stable fragment
populations.

Initial comparisons of fragment populations suggest their utility to detect struc-
tural resemblance of compounds. For the analysis and comparison of fragment
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populations, the entropy-based similarity metric rDSE was introduced that cor-
rectly differentiates similarity relationships of varying degrees.

In virtual screening trials, fragment profiles are found to display significant
specificity for the detection of structure-activity relationships. Activity-class char-
acteristic fragment profiles are generated through selection of substructures with
high information content for the set of active compounds. Another novel entropy-
based scoring metric termed PSE was designed that takes the class-specificity of
fragments into account. For virtual screening trials, PSE-based recovery rates are
comparable to state-of-the-art 2D fingerprint representations. Correctly identified
hits are typically enriched among the highest-scored compounds and often show
core structures different from the reference molecules, indicating the potential of
fragment profiles to aid in scaffold hopping.

As a result, random fragment populations are found to encode sufficient chem-
ical information to mirror molecular similarity relationships.

Question 2: Can signature substructures be identified from

randomly generated fragment profiles that are

characteristic for individual activity classes?

Systematic determination of conditional probabilities of fragment co-occurrence
in diverse compounds provides a conceptual framework to quantify dependency
relationships between pairs of fragments. These dependency relationships lead
to a hierarchical, tree-like organization of fragment profiles where individual
fragments are arranged in compound-specific pathways. Such pathways be-
come increasingly specific for single compounds. When biological activity of
test molecules is considered, subgraphs of so-called Activity Class Character-
istic Substructures (ACCS) can be extracted from hierarchical fragment trees.
Taking advantage of the classification of ACCS into different tree levels, ACCS-
FPs of varying size were introduced as prototypic fingerprint representations.
In virtual screening trials, approximately 20 ACCS derived from tree level 0
are sufficient to detect structure-activity relationships. In systematic similar-
ity search calculations, ACCS-FPs meet or exceed the performance of state-
of-the-art 2D fingerprints of larger size and much higher complexity. These
findings are rationalized by the signature character of ACCS. Thus, random
fragment populations prove to be a valuable source for the identification of struc-
tural signatures for different compound classes. Such signatures are identified
through systematic evaluation of fragment co-occurrence in active compounds.
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Question 3: How can the predictive utility of randomly

generated fragments be rationalized?

The distribution of ACCS in active and database compounds was systemati-
cally analyzed. It was shown that active compounds display the tendency to
contain many of ACCS, whereas database compounds match few, if any. More-
over, the number of database compounds matching ACCS diminishes rapidly. By
contrast, ACCS are evenly distributed in active compounds. A key finding is that
ACCS combinations taken from fragment pathway are highly specific for active
compounds and very rarely occur in database molecules.

Systematic mapping of ACCS combinations on source molecules reveals that
ACCS typically originate from coherent molecular core regions.

Taken together, the studies in this thesis demonstrate for the first time that ran-
domly generated fragments contain molecular signatures and highly class-specific
fragment combinations that can be utilized for the successful exploration of diverse
structure-activity relationships.





Appendix A

Software and Databases

Software and databases used in this thesis are listed below, in alphabetic order.

Software

Daylight Daylight toolkit

Description: Programming library for computational chemical informa-
tion processing. Enables fingerprinting of molecules.

Developer: Daylight Chemical Information System Inc, Aliso Viejo, CA
(USA)

URL: http://www.daylight.com/products/toolkit.html

Graphviz Graph Visualization Software

Description: Open source tool to display and manipulate large graphs.
Developer: AT&T Research Labs, Florham Park, NJ (USA)
References: Emden et al. [66]

URL: http://graphviz.org/

MOE Molecular Operating Environment

Description: Research software for computational chemistry. Integrates
tools for computer-assisted drug discovery, e.g. custom fin-
gerprints systems are supported.

Developer: Chemical Computing Group, Montreal (Canada)
URL: http://www.chemcomp.com/
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Databases

CMC

Description: The Comprehensive Medicinal Chemistry Database (Version
99.1) contains 8,400 pharmaceutical compounds and pro-
vides important biochemical properties of stored molecules.

Provider: MDL Information Systems Inc, San Leandro, CA (USA)
URL: http://www.mdl.com/products/knowledge/medicinal chem/

MDDR

Description: The MDL Drug Data Report (MDDR) contains ∼160,000
biologically active compounds that cover the patent litera-
ture, journals, meetings and congresses.

Provider: MDL Information Systems Inc, San Leandro, CA (USA)
URL: http://www.mdl.com/products/knowledge/drug data report/

PubChem

Description: The Pubchem BioAssay database provides bioactivity re-
sults from more than thousand high-throughput screening
programs with several million structures.

Provider: National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI),
Bethesda, MD (USA)

URL: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=pcassay

ZINC

Description: Database of ∼5.6 million compounds collected from vendor
catalogs. Contains multiple conformations and tautomeric
forms. In this thesis, a filtered version of ∼3.7 unique
molecules is used.

Provider: Shoichet Laboratory, UCSF, San Francisco, CA (USA)
References: Irwin et al. [67]

URL: http://zinc.docking.org/



Appendix B

Mining Frequently Occurring

Fragments

In Chapter 4 the sSE range-dependence of fragment distributions was analyzed,
and results were reported for four of 15 activity classes used in virtual screening
trials. In Table B.1 the results for the remaining 11 activity classes are provided.

Table B.1: Size and Composition of Fragment Sets.

For each activity class, the average number of fragments (avg no. frgmts) for specified

sSE ranges is reported. Respectively, the percentage of fragments belonging to the

set of most frequently occurring fragments (% freq set) is also shown. The most

frequent fragments are those that occur in at least 10 000 compounds of the used

ZINC background database.
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sSE range avg no. % avg no. % avg no %
frgmts freq set frgmts freq set frgmts freq set

AA2 ANA CAE
[0.95–1.0] 6.6 100 39.8 79.8 18.4 54.9
[0.90–1.0] 11.6 99.6 98.5 50.5 24.9 51.0
[0.85–1.0] 20.2 97.1 164.7 34.4 33.2 50.4
[0.80–1.0] 30.3 92.1 236.4 26.8 45.0 44.6
[0.75–1.0] 41.9 84.0 309.9 22.3 52.3 44.1

CAL DD1 ESU
[0.95–1.0] 18.1 95.8 19.4 92.5 28.2 58.9
[0.90–1.0] 36.1 91.0 39.9 79.3 60.9 47.1
[0.85–1.0] 57.3 81.5 59.4 66.9 94.1 40.9
[0.80–1.0] 76.5 71.9 79.6 59.4 123.6 37.1
[0.75–1.0] 116.7 57.8 100.5 52.5 150.6 32.7

HIV KAP KRA
[0.95–1.0] 67.7 59.6 16.1 96.5 13.0 95.2
[0.90–1.0] 93.3 50.5 34.5 90.8 23.3 86.1
[0.85–1.0] 144.8 40.7 54.0 80.6 39.5 76.4
[0.80–1.0] 175.0 35.8 73.9 69.5 56.6 67.9
[0.75–1.0] 212.8 31.4 91.0 61.8 79.6 58.9

LAC SQS
[0.95–1.0] 6.9 99.3 9.5 100
[0.90–1.0] 15.7 96.6 20.3 96.8
[0.85–1.0] 26.5 93.8 38.6 88.4
[0.80–1.0] 37.6 88.8 54.0 77.4
[0.75–1.0] 53.3 80.7 67.5 67.8

Tab. B.1: Size and Composition of Fragment Sets.



Appendix C

Screening Dataset

In Chapter 4 five high-throughput screening data sets obtained from PubChem
were used for virtual screening calculations. Known active compounds were used
to generate a set of ACCS. In Figure C.1 representative active compounds for
each activity class are illustrated.

Figure C.1: Representative active compounds.

For each screening data set used in virtual screening trials, three randomly selected

active molecules are shown.
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Fig. C.1: Representative active compounds.



Appendix D

Class-Unique ACCS

Combinations

In Chapter 5 the distribution of ACCS in active and database compounds is
analyzed. The detailed distribution of ACCS for the activity classes ARI and
CAB is provided here.

Table D.1: ACCS distribution for ARI and CAB.

Reported are the number of active (NAC) and ZINC database compounds (NDB) that

contain a certain number of ACCS (NACCS). No compound was found with more than

21 ARI-ACCS keys or 16 CAB-ACCS.
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ARI CAB
NACCS NAC NDB NAC NDB

0 2 3 238 820 0 3 097 965
1 1 280 284 6 166 257
2 3 125 760 5 326 925
3 2 18 465 3 69 484
4 1 3 016 3 13 293
5 0 2 996 2 3 613
6 2 10 166 2 2 259
7 1 1 406 0 963
8 1 1 073 3 513
9 1 208 2 185
10 2 1 226 4 82
11 1 833 0 847
12 2 67 1 899
13 1 39 1 963
14 2 57 2 139
15 1 11 1 51
16 0 3 1 5
17 0 0
18 0 3
19 0 8
20 0 0
21 0 2

Tab. D.1: ACCS distribution for ARI and CAB.
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